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1 .• INTRODUCTION 
-
ORIGINAL PAOE 'S 
OF POOR QUALITY 
1. -
The main objective of this inv~stigatioo WD~ to map th~ 
thermal gradients in french coa~tal zones for the perlod of on~ 
year in order to enable a coherent sty(ly of cart,n i n oceanic:: fl!l<l-
tures detectable by the variations in the se~ surface tempe~ature 
field and th~ir evolution in time. The phenomena examined were 
I meso-scale thermal features in the English Channel, the Bay of 
I 
Biscay, and the northwestern Mediterranean; thermal gradients "ene- I 
rated by french estuary systems; and diurnal heating in the sea 
surface layer. 
t i ~ 
~ 
The investigation was conducted by the fol1nwinu rcsear- I 
chers : Dr. P.Y.DESCHAMPS (Principal Investigator); and nr.M.CREPON,! 
Mr.J.M.MONGET, and Professor F.VERGER (Co-Investiga~or~). I 
Appendix A gives related organizations and addresses. 
2 - TECHNIQUES 
2.1 - TECHNICAL ORGANIZATION OF THE INVESTIGATI.Q.~. 
2.1.1. Documents 
Every document received by the Princip~l Investi2utor 
from, NASA and concerned with the HOIM investigat..i.on \va'S Ihlpli-
cated in order to provide the Co-Investigato!!~ w:i:th incli'·ictl.lal 
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4CO' 
Two n~~ativo ~ranspar~ncies were on standing order by the 
Principal l:llVt"s'I·.1.~at\)r. At, they were received, one transparency 
was aN!hivfd at. 1..t;.A (Laboratoire d'Optique Atmospherique, 
Univers:ir.e de LILLI::) and. the other at ENS (Ecole Nationale Supe-
rieure) from which additional positive prints were made for 
each of tne <!o-:!nvesbj g'at,ors. 
I 
Request ordc~s for CCTs were collected from the Co-Inves-
tigators and submiteud hy the Principal Investigator. When re-
ceived, he hobh Latalo~uod the CCTs and forwarded copies to 
the app.t·ol·JI·iRi:.(~ indi"idHaJ~. 
2.2 - PHorr(tG~APHIC P~qllilf.T TECHNIPUES 
The photographi~ prnducts used within the investigation did 
not reql.l:i r'e any sp(-:ci el.L developing techniques. 
MOl;lt of' the f 'j ~ i :1. i bies Ilsed in the investigation are 
located at C.r.A.M.~. (Centre de Tel6detection et d'AQalyse des 
Milieux ~at~vel~). 8ceJe des Mines, where the processing of 
remotely sensed d<ltt1, has been ,extensively developped for a " 
variety of applicnti0ns. fhe other investigators had the choice 
of using this main facIlity or their own smaller, in-house ( 
facilities. 
2.3.1.1. DIKital product facility at LOA (Laboratoire dlOptique 
--~---------------------------------------------------ALmosphfrique, Universit~ de LILLE) 
-.------ ... --.-"' ...... ~-- --------------- ----
Ihis facility iB divided into the elI model IRIS 80 
computel' of the University with specific terminals located at 
LOA, and a communication link between the two locations. Main 
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Digital data may then be transferred and .tored on 
3.-
floppy disks at LOA, each containing 6 small scenes of 256x256 
pixels. A ~mall scene may be displayed on a PERICOLOR-system 
C01.1H' gNjphic device (256,,256 pixels). An HP 9825 A calculator 
p~rmiLR minor processing of the stored data. Additional outputs 
of! the pl~f)Cessecl data may be obtained on a graphic plo'cter and/or 
in th~ form of printer listings. 
2.3.l.2. ~!i!~2!_e~2~~~~!_~~~~!!~!~!_2~_2!~~~_i2~~~~~_~~_!~!~: 
d6tection et d'Analyse des Milieux Naturels) ---------------____ u _______________________ _ 
The CTAMN was equiped with a self contained computer 
~ygLem f(lr image processing based on two Hp 21 MX minicomputers. 
An improved computing facility, consisting of an array processor 
FPS (Floating Point Syst~m) has been implemented at CTAMN during 
the investigation. 
as 
This system is linked to specific out~ut devices such 
- a VERSATEC printer/plotter with special gray scale 
~isplay software developped by CTAMN which allows 
'':iH'cography of satellite data using any given scale 
and Lartographic projection, 
- a BENSON ink-plotter with adequate software for 
maDping with various symbols and colors, as well as 
cartographic projection, 
- a 'rEKTRONIX digitizer with associated graphics display 
for landmark acquisition and input capability for 
rectification or registration. 
The main body of the CTAMN system is an interactive 
image processing system TRIM-CIT ALCATEL. This versatile equip-
ment allows display and manipulation of images in a man-interac-
tive loop. Image memory is 512 x 512 x 8 bits with an overlay 
graphical memory of 512 x 512 bits. A realtime processor allows 
colo~ selection, pixel selection with cursor tracking, zooming, 
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2.3.1.3. ~~i~~!!_e~2~~~~_!!~!!!~l_!~_~~§_i~~2!~_~!~!2~~1! 
§~e~!:!~~!:!l 
This facility is divided into 
- an IBM 370 main computer at CIRCE, the computer 
centre of CNRS {Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique), 
with special output devices : • 
a VERSATEC printer plotter and a BENSON 
color printer plotter, 
. a MODrOMP CLASSIC minicomputer locat.ed 
at ENS which is linked to CIRCE, in 
• 
association with a TEKTRONIC 4013 graphic 
display. 
2.3.2. Digital product interpretation 
The three laboratories working on the present investL-
gation had already developped appropriate interpretatiol1 t~~hni­
ques for the NOAA and LANDSAT satellites. As they are llsed for 
collaborati ve programs, there are many common points bet~v~t:Hl 
the techniques they have implemented on each of their own fHgital!i 
systems. ~ [1 
2.3.2.1. Digital product interpretation at LOA 
-------------------------------------
Digital data may be processed more or less routJnAly 
with the following options : 
- radiometric calibration if necessary, 
resampling for uniform scaling if necessary, 
- smoothing, 
- stripes filtering. 
Ii' 
• 
Localization and display of a typical scene (containing 
1024 x 1024 pixels) is usually done in the following procedure 
- Display is attained by reducing the whole scene to 256x256 
pixels after sampling every n pixels and every n lines. or. 
after averaging over an n x n pixel square, 
selection of a small scene (256 x 256 pixels) and visualiza·· 
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localization with reference to map locatioHs and 8rldition of 
coordinabes on tho color graphic display, 
- mapping of surface isotherms or isocontours on the pri.,~ev 
plotter after the ne~essary filtering. 
Computation and di~play of a selected scene is possible ' 
using the following methods 
- histograms, 
spatial spectrum of temperature variance density, 
- structure functions of temperature variations, 
- spatial cross-correlation function between two 
different acquisition of the same avea. 
2.3.2.2. Digital product interpretation at CTAMN 
---------------------------------------
Upon receiving the HCMM data on magnetic topes, the 
processing was organized as follows : 
- "Quick look" of available data, at a scale of 1 
using a black and white printer plotter : 
2 000 000, 
transformation of data into surfa~e temperatur~ by u$in~ ~ho 
calibration curve, 
- destriping of imagery 
isotropic filtering, to reduce the noise level, this algorithm 
was constrained to local variance in order to leave untouched 
the strong gradients along the coastlines, 
geometric co~rections in order to rectify the imagery at a 
specified projection (ex.: LAMBERT), 
display of sea-surface temperature as colored maps. 
The following programs were used to pl·ocluce· a conve-
nient automatic cartography. 
The FRALISET pt'ogram pel~for'ms a fast and low cost 
print-out visualization of a part of a given scene. The HCMR 
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After salecti~n ~y the uperator> each printed character was 
associa Led l Q ()nt:~r Jolc',;'fH'tll pixels. ¥rnf). 1/500 000 scale appea-
red to be ~d~tahl~ f~~ the HCMM appl1cation$ in the Bay of 
Biscay. Is01; ,,-op:ir. (;' ll'cerJ.Jlg of the data could be applied once 
or sevef'l\l timtH~. 'tht1 ~dd:U~ional legend was selected by the 
operator-s. lJl.rt-put WD,S ~1t,;.H(\ on the BENSON plotter both in black 
and white and ,\'hite 6 color prints. 
GJ'ound ~j]lui .. h techniques weJ'e not a'3signed to 
this specific inv~~t18Btiou. The necessary oceanographic and 
meteorologtc,'l' dal>t,\ was ohtained either from routine observations 
or from <itH.ti.t1l1t;ed (lcec'lnogl'(lphic crui.ses conducted by the follo'-
wing organi~R~~onS. 
2.4.1. Rou~in~ observa~lons 
-- ._-,.-,-
Periodical sea surface temperature measurements are per-
formed by ~he tlRcsor,u National d I Obs'~rvation de la Qu~lite du 
Milieu MaJ'in 4 , in the fvcnch coastal and estuarine zones. As an, 
exemple, ::.1.:,: stations at'~~ srlmpleci every week in the Loire estuary. fl 
!] 
Some of r,her:..e measu;:"em~nt;$ were simultaneous withtihe HCMM data 
( 09/15/7 8 : () 5,1 2 8/'i li i CJ 0/18/79) • 
'l'he IfEl;.;~bl;1 ss .... ;tien't d· Etudes et de Recherches Meteorologi-
quesl! ot t.lle !'Centr'fl (Jcef;\r.~)logiqlle de Bretagne ll , Brest, perfoJ'ms 
a statistical t!'eat:r\f,;HI.,-, of the sea surface temperature field 
from the x'out 1.l1e obst,1"'Vu tions of the merchant ships in the Bay 
of Biscay~ th~ CeJeic Sea and the Western English Channel. As 
'I: 
result of tbis analysis, a thermal map (SST-GASC) is produced 
three times a month ~ith a temperature accuracy of about O,soC. 
Lighthouseboats also routinely measure sea surface tempe-
rature at several location~ in the eastern British Channel and 
the southeru North Sea. They report these measurements through 
the meteorological n~bwork. 
2.4.2. Oceancgraphic~ruiscs 
In addition to these routine procedures, this investiga-
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conducterl by various french organization8 and complementary 
to th~ ~bjectives qf the HCMM experiment 
- LION 78 (June to September 1978), a summer experiment ~ 
in the ~ulf of Lions, ~editerranean Sea for the coastal 
upwetl:tngs. 
- PHYGAS 78 (8 November 1978 to 2 December 1978) in the 
Bl.Y of Bi,'3cay. 
- A drifting buoy experiment in the Bay of Biscay, 
starting February 1979, for the study of ocean dynamics, 
- PROLIFIC (5 to 24 March 1979), an experiment in the 
LigtlJ'ia" Sea, to support remotely sensed data of sea 
surface temperature and ocean color. 
- Sevel'al cruises in the British Channel to support 
remotely sensed data of sea surface temperature and 
ocean colo~ : 
, 19 to 29 June 1979, in the ltGolfe de Si\int Malo ll 
, 20 to 28 July 1979, in the "Golfe de Saint Malo" 
4 to 14 September 1979, in the "Golfe de Saint Malo" 
• SATIR 1, 17 to 27 July 1979, in the Celtic Sea 
, 5ATIR 2) 3 to !!2 September 1979, in the Celtic Sea. 
No airbone temperature measurements were performed for 
the HCMM experiment si&ce specific request for this type of data 
appeared wit.hin the investigation. 
The major ommisSlion in the ground truth data collection 
was due to the unavailability of'BOHRA II, a french buoy pre-
viously anchored at a 'fixed station in the Mediterranean Sea, 
about 100 km south of Marseille. BOHRA II was removed prior to 
the AEM-A spacecraft launch for technical reasons. BaRRA II was 
intended to support the investigation by continuously recording 
the vertical thermal structure of the upper water layers. The 
absence of this instrument seriously restricted the scope of the 
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3.1. - HCHR CALIBRATION - SEE APPENDIX B 
Sever~l comparisons were made between HCMR 
digital data and in situ measuroments obtained in tho Bay 
of Biscay - see Appendix B. MCHR radiometric temperatures 
wene found to be 7°C les~ than in-situ measurements of the 







and cannot be accounted for solmly by the atmospheric cor~ 
reetion of water vapor absorption for which the mean computed ii 
Ii 
value was only a few °C (2 to 3°C). A MCHR calibration bias ~ 
of several °C should pr~bably have been added to the rlat~ 
. in order to derive mOl~e accurate absolute temperatures. 
Still this calibration bias was not a severe probl~m for 
the objectives of the investigation, because it appear~u 
r6ther constant, and because HCMR data were only used a~ 
relative temperatures. 
3.2. - COMPARAISON OF MCMR TO VHRR AND AVHRR DAfA - SEE APPENDIX C 
- -
n ~ 
'1 Comparisons were made of l"adiometric data ':lhtai- ,I 
~ ned over the same marine area at the same t,ime by bot.h HC~1R 
and VHRR/NOAA-5, or by HCMR and AVHRR/TIROS-N. They dDffion8-
trate a definite improvement in the radiometric quality 
of the HCMR data over that of the VHRR, primarily in the 
area of radiometric resolution. The comparison bAtweeo 











similar improved radiometric performance~. The higher r~pe- ~ 
titivity of data acquisition and the possibility of a multi- U 
• 
channel (3.7 and 11 pm) atmospheric correction are in favoc.r 




the unique advantage of delivering geometrically corrected 
photographic and digital products. The ground resolutjon of 
the HCMR instrument (~ 500m) was better than the AVHRR expe- . 
riment (~ 1 km) but the value of this feature is limited to 
the studies of areas having a large surface temperature va-
riabili ty at small scales, typically the coastal maritle 
areas and the sharp thermal fronts. While over some very 
homogeneous oceanic areas, the spatial variability of the 
SST field at scales below 5 km is too low to be detected by 
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Data from AVHRR onboard TIROS-N and NOAA·6 
can now be directly transmitted to CMS, LANNION I FRANCE 
and it ~as this facility that did the processing for the 
HCMM experiment. An atmospheric algorithm has been imple-
mented at CIAMN, which uses the equivalent vadiomet~ic 
temperatures T3 and T4 in AVHRR channels 3 and 4 (3.7 and 
11 ~m), to determine the actual sea surface temperature, 
TO : 
TO~ 1.054 (1.42 T3 - 0.42 T4) + 1.13 
(TO~T3 and T4 in (oC), 
This relation has been obtained by Mc CLAIX(l) 
from a comparison between AVHRR data and actual surface 
measurements over the Gulf Scream and is very close to the 
one predicted by DESCHAMPS and PHULPIN(2) from theoretical 
simulation 
3.3. - HCMR PRODUCTS 
(1) 
(2) 
HCMM photographic products with a snit,lblB 
enhancement of the grey scale in the range I)f sea sLU'f::H:e 
temperatures and a geometric correction were highly appli-
cable to the objectives of the investigation because they 
enabled direct utilization of the data. In contra~t, VHRR 
and AVHRR photographic products from meteovological sabel-
lites received at CMS, LANNION, FRANCE, have A standard 
enhancement for the meteorological needs in a large tempe-
rature range, which only permits the selection of cloudfree 
areas: consequently, the main body of the work is he~d up 
until after a heavy procedure of digital data processin~ 
has been completed. 
n fI Mc CLAIN, E.P., 1980 - Multiple atmospheric-window techniques " {·t 
for satellite derived sea surface temperatures. COSPAR/SCOR/ n 
IUCRM Symp. "Oceanography from Space" , Venice, ITALY, May 26-30: "~ 
1980 . i~ 
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In addit~.(m to providing a more extensive and accurate 
overview of the thermal feature~ in the french coastal 
zones, f3nilitatinl initial detection and mapping of thermal 
eddies and fl'otJl:::;, et.c .. , the expediency provided by the 
HC~I~f phOt;l)tP'aphil: prc')rJuct,s allowed the investigators to 
conduc~ a prcliillina~y &ssessment of the data in order to 
select t.\f~ digital sets to recei ve processing and to recom-
mend guiilelil1t::s rox' fUI·t.her elaboration and analysis. This 
consequently allowed a more productive and efficient eva-
luation of the data by the oceano~raphic community prior 
to any computerized processing. 
A !!lore der..ailed description of the results 
achiev~d hy the experiment is given in section 4 and cor-
responds t.o the f:ollr"wj,J\!~ outline. 
(1) During the period of investigation, May 1978, May 1979, 
HCr·1~1 photogrl.\ph;"c pt'oducts used to make a qualitative 
(2) 
ana l.ysis of. c.:ert(:. in persi stent thermal features : 
- thermal front~ in the western British Channel, and 
north of Bale&ric Islands, western Mediterranean Sea; 
- large eddies north of the algerian and african coast; 
upwel.l i1'lgs n01:'th't.I~st of! Portugal in the Gulf of Lions 
and in the we$tern Mediterranean Sea. 
HCMM photographic products were used to obtain an 
assessment nf ~hc frequellcy of occurence of diurnal 












rt }~ '; 
Ii Pri(H' L.t) -the HC"1M experiment, the importance of frequent ~ 
Il 
anJ extensive ~iurnal heating of the sea surface was 
unexpected, but its subs~quent establishment leads to 
the conclusion ~hat for oceanographic purposes, daytime 
satellite imagery should be used cautiously because th~ 
SST field may be interpreted erroneously .. 
(3) HCM~ digital products were used to perform a statistical 
spectral analysis of the mesoscale variability of the 
SST field in the r.mge of scales 3-30 km, thanks to 
the low noise level of the HCMR. 
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4 - SIGNIFICANT RESULTS 
11.-
• 
4.1. M MESOSCALE VARIABILITY OF THE SST FIELD - SEE APPENDIX D 
-
Using VHRR and HCMR infrared digital data, a 
statistical analysis of the mesoscale variability of the 
SST field waD performed in order to characterize the 
random properties of this field. The power law exponent, 
n, of the spatial spectrum of variance density, E (k)Nk-n 
(k is wavenumber), was deduced from the computation of the 
structure function of the SST. When the study was first 
stiarted on VHRR/NOAA-5, the range of scales was on the order 
oil 40-100 km but HCMR data allowed an extension of the 
<:>tudy dowlI to a scale of 3 km. From an examination of 11 
VHRR and 9 HCMR scenes, in the range of 3-100 km, h was 
found to vary from 1.5 to 2.3, with a mean value of 1.8. 
These values of n are on the order of those predicted by 
turbulence theories. 
However a disCrepancy exists and further advanced 
bheories are needed to expla!n this experimental determina-
tion of the m~aoscale SST variability. 
fhe feasability of the spectral analysis in the 
range of scales 3-30 km was only made possible by the low 
noise Ip,vel of the HCMR data. 
4.2. - DIURNAL HEATING - SEE APPENDIX E 
Daytime HCMR data occasionally exhibited warmer 
sea surface areas which extended over 10 to 100 km. The 
warming was of several °C and easilY detected on photogra-
phic products because these warmer areas usually have graded 
margins that cannot be confused with the sharper boundaries 
of other oceanic thermal phenomena. 
These 'varmer areas were interpreted as a large 
diurnal heating of the upper surface layer under low wind 












(1) Meteorological observations and analysis show that 
warmer areas are assodiated with low wind speed condi-
tions - i.e. anticyclonic condition$ or coastal bree~e 
effects. 
ORIGINAL PAQ! IS (2) Glitter - i.e. the po~tion of solar radiation reflected 
OF POOR QUALITY by the uneven sea surface direotly toward the satellite 
sensor - has been used to derive an equivalent wind 
speed from the HCMR visible channel (feasible when 
observation is close to the specular reflexion of a 
flat sea). Warmer areasare always associated with changes 
'-
in the glitter patterns and decreasing wind speeds. 
(3) Warmer areas disappear on consecutive nightime HC~nl data. 
Under low wind speed conditions, turbulence 
induced in the se~ surface by the wind stress is strongly 
reduoed, and most of the solar radiation abSQrbed is stored 
in the surface layer without downward propagation. The~re­
tical simulations using a radiative and heat transfer model 
have been performed. They predict large heating rates in 
the upp1er meters and a maximum heating of several °C ill the 
upper layer, and have been confirmed by in-situ measurements. I 
Signif'icant heating only occurs in the upper few ten cent.i.- ~ 




HCMR data allowed us to discover that diurnal 
heating of more than 1°C was affecting large areas. The I 
- H frequency of OCCllrence was relatively high in the wes~ern 






was affectelQ one day or an other, while large diurnal heal.:,ing ~ 
was very rarely observed in the North Sea (only one scene). 
In strongly affected areas, daytime satellite data could 
consequently yield misleading SST fields, leading to the 
conclusion that a less deceptive picture of the SST field 
is more likely to be obtained from observations restricted 
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4.3. - RESIDUAL ~LOW THROUGH THE DOVER STRAIT - SEE APPENDIX C 
ORIGINAL PAGE rs 
OF POOR QUALITY 
The time sequence of HCMM scenes allowed us to 
outline the influence of meteorological conditions on the 
residual current which flows ,to the N. E., fr'om tht: British 
Channel through the Dover Strait, and into tho North Sea. 
Southwestern winds enhance this residual flow, and, as a 
result, the thermal effluent of the Rhine River is forced 
northward along the Dutch coast in a very narrow coastal 
band. Northeast winds oppose the residual flow, reduce its 
speed and deflected it toward the English coast allowing 
the Rhine thermal effluent ro expand seaward at a distance 
of up to 25 nautical miles: A close correlation exists bet-
ween wind speed direction and the offshore $pread of the 
effluent. 
4.4. - TIDAL FRONTS IN THE WESTERN APPROACHES OF THE BRITISH 
CHANNEL - SEE APPENDIX C 
Tidal fronts occur in shelf areas where the tidal 
currents are large enough to destroy the seasonal thermocline. 
In shallow depths, the tidal currents induce turbulAnce that 
mixes the water column. The warmer stratified and colder 
homogeneous waters are separated by a ~idal front that apperu~ 
as a surface thermal front on satellite imagery. 
Tidal fronts in the western approaches of the 
British Channel were first detected with Che VHRR. HCM~I 
ohotographic products have since been used to further ana-
lyse the time and space variability of these thermal fronts 
during summer 78. 
4.5. - UPWELLING AT THE CONTINENTAL SHELF BREAK IN THE BAY 
OF BISCAY - SEE APPENDIX C 
HCMM data confirm the existence of a permanent 
upwelling phenomenon at the continental shelf break in the 
Bay of Biscay. The upwelling is outlined by the appearance 
of cold water in summertime. This has already been observed 
in previous VHRR data. From HCMM scenes, a more complete i 
It description and interpretation of the upwelling has been u 
obtained. 
, .. "''''~_ .. __ ._,_ .• ~._ •• __ ••• _. L. ~_~j ! PU-brim''''' 
I 
l 
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(1) The uPWClli~~ i~ probably permanent, but is enhanced by 
colder upw t,11ed wat~r J.n summertime when a seasonal ther-
mocline J.B ~f,Jl'mt)a. On one \.)ccasion, 
water appeul"ec1 in winter'time at the 
A-A 0265 - 01090); ~hi$ is probably 
January 17, 1979, warmer 
shelf nreak (HCMM scene 
an intermediate warmer 
Ii 
t 
I water, p~psl~ly ut Moditerranean, flowing out through the Gibral tar Str.:d. t, in'eo the Atlantic, at a depth ,of several 
hundred me t',eY'$, 
- I (2) The ~pw~lline i~ mlre pronounced after spring tides, I 
which suegests that~ the basic mechanism for the upwelling II 
is a tida lone. On t.wo occasions after spring tides, August· ~ 
25 and September 21, 1978, HCMM scenes (A-A 0121-13260 ~ 
and A-A ol:~8-1.33:WJ show very similar patterns of cold water 
at the shalf break) wlth a maximum intensity between ~8N-8E 
and 46.30N- 5E where the tidal currents are at a maximum. 
4.6. - COASTAL StUDIES IN '£lIE BAY OF BISCAY _. SEE ApPENDIX F 
.,.l1li ........ _ ..... _ • .._------------................... 
The action of tidal currents in shallow 
regions produces a tUl'p.ulence that mixes the water column 
and destroys the seasonal thermocline. The resulting colder, 
homogeneous shelf water Is separated from the warmer stra-
tified of: t~r;ht)'C'e wfi.ter' h:: a zon(~ where the thermal gradient 
is high. l'hi::: phf.'nomenrm, unexpected prior to HCMM obser-
vations, Is similar tn bhe tidal fronts in the western 
approaches of the r..p! 1~;i...3h Channel (section 4-4). 
4.7. - WESTERN M~E_!TERR~NB~_ SEA TEST SITE 
Results reported here are based on VHRR/NOAA:S 
and HCMM data. 
4.7.1. Resu.l1?s obtai~~d wit,h VHRR/NOAA-5 
The re~ion of Ligurian Sea between Corsica and the 
southern coast of France was studied in 100 VHRR/NOAA-5 
imagestak:~J\ from the period J 975-79. The study revealed a 
cyclonic surface circulation quasi-p~rmanent and emphasized 
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Annual variations of th~ horizontal thermal 
15.-
g,l'adien'c sl~rl.lotul'e have been described anc:t agree very well 
with prevlous in-situ measurements. Low frequency waves in 
the L:i.e;ut'ian Se,·, have been observed on time-series of 
VHRR/NOAA-S in December 1977, with associated wavelength 
and phase velocity of 40 km and 0.18 m.s- l . These waves are 
analysed in terms of large amplitude baroclinic waves as 
those discussed in the theory of baroclinic instability. 
A simila~ study using VHRR/NOAA-S was done for 
the Gulf of Lions, an area where coastal upwelling is common 
in summertime. The data shows strong evidence for a relation 
between the location of the upwelling and the contour of the 
adjacent cOS$tline. Th~ phenomenon is much more intense along 
st.a'sight cO<1stal segments of 10 to 20 km in length than in 
the vicinity of capes and small bays. The whole imagery sug-
gests that bhe associated circulation in the surface layer 
is strongly variable in space and time a fact verified by 
in-situ measurements and consistent with the very real pre-
sence of wind induced eddies in the surface layer. 
The effect of the Mistral wind on the Ligurian 
current has been studied by using a time sequence of VHRR! 
NOAA-5 datH. The Ligurian current flows along the french 
coast from the Ligurian Sea into the Gul~ of Lions where a 
ft'ontal zone separates the Ligurian current and colder water 
Ilpwelled in the Gulf of Lions. It has been found that the 
surface flow associated with the current is stemmed by strong 
westerly winds and when the wind drops, the frontal zone moves 
-1 westward at speeds up to 0.3 m.s . 
4.7.2. Results obtained with HCMM - see Appendix C and G 
HCMM photographic products allowed us to capture 
several features of the large scale surface circulation in 
the northern part of the western Mediterranean sea (see 
Appendix C) : 
to study the seasonal variation o! the mean location 
of the front formed north of Balearic Islands, at the 
juncture between the Atlantic current flowing from the 
Gibraltar Strait to the north-east and the Ligurian cur-

























to confirm previous observations of cyclonic circulahion 
1n the Ligurian sea and upwellings in the Gulf of Lions~ 
ORIGINAL PAGE'S - to detect £or the first time large anticyclonic eddie:s 
OF PC)OR QUALITY (~ 100 km diameter) in the southern part of the Medi tor .. • 
ranean Sea. 
HeMM digital products were also used to make a 
statistical analysis of small cyclonic and anticyclonic eddjes ' 
in the Ligurian sea (see Appendix G). I 
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The geometric correction performed on lIC~'~J datil 
was partly disappointing. The accuracy with which it was per-· 
formed on the day or night products was generally of sev~ral 
pixels. Occasionally, the ~ertical scale was different from 
the horizontal scale: when transferred on to map locations, 
there was a discrepancy between lines distances (500 m) and 
pixel.dis4;ances (450 m), lacking correspondance to the nominal 
value (470-480 m). 
Additional geometric correction of divital data 
for registering one HCMM scene to an other, was sometimes neces-
sary in order to arrive at a better accuracy. In some cases, 
it would have been simpler to start from non geometrically cor-
rected data. 
Photographic were products without problems in geometry 
and were used to detect and map with sufficient accuracy most 
of the oceanic features. 
6.2 - PERIODIC NOISE 
A periodic signal of variable amplitude waR pre-
sent is the data when analysed by FOURIER transform or struc-
ture function, pa.rticularly along a line ; with a cropica 1 
period of 6 pixels. This wa§ only a problem for the statistical 
analysis of the sea surface temperature at the smallest scales 
(less than 5 km). 
6.3 - CONTRAST OF THERMAL IMAGERY -----------------------~----Some of the standard photographic products were 
not enough enhanced in the infrared channel, making it impos-
sible to de~ive from these images any formation over the ocea-
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20 • - ORUJ'NAL PAGE'S Q' ,OOR QUALlTY Thi~ mainly occured on the day-infrared photo-
Iraphic produotn ,,-hen the ,rey scale was then extended over 
a lar,e tempev~tur. range to adjust for the warm temperature 
of land sm~~uces. $pl;')cific enhancement for the purposes of 
oceanoaraphir..: rtlJi:tH1I'ch would be very ulleful and is proposed 
as a recQmm~ndat!ou (aection 8). 
7 ,. IMAGE QUAL].TY AND DELIVERY 
'._------------
7.1 - IMAGE QU~h!~J£ 
Image quality wa:; generally good except for those 
periods c~rrcsponding to high noise levels in the thermal 
channel. Another problem W3B the geometry of the images (see 
section 6-1). Defects occ~5iQnally Q~~ured : stripes, or ano-
malaus lin~s, grids of periodic black or bright pixels, but 
did not seriouslv nffect the objectives of the investigation. 







A list of the reoeived data, photographic and digitalM 
'i [i product~, lb given in Appendix H. 
,{i 
:~ 
Covera,n was generally good over all the test sites, ~ 
~~1 
and excellent in th~ MeditArranean Sea, as excepted from the· • ii ~ 
cloud cover :~.n31.ysis. il 
i*, 
/If ~ 
H The ma,;or lack of cloudfree data was for studies of ~ 
1I estuarine thermal gradient~ during winter. ~ 
~ ~ )-ii 
7.3 - DELIVERY J, 
Photographic products started to arrive one year 
after launch on a erratic schedule. It would have been prefe-
rable to receive them in chronological order, e.g. as complete 
monthly data sets. This would have enabled a more efficient 
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Some of the digital data on requested werle received 
twiceJ some completely omitted. Moat of the tapes received con-
tained only une or two scenea, against a potential of 5 scenes 
at th~ ve~y minimum. The amount of tapes was increased conse~ 
quently I 200 bapes that were finally received were eventually 
copied onto only 35 tapes. 
8 - RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following recommendation is specific to oceano-
g~aphia investigation of the SST field. It is our opinion that 
in would he better to study photog~aphic products (infrared ima-
geries) having a constant contrast temperature, i.~. a grey scale 
expanded over a constant range of temperature (~lOoC) around the 
mean climatological value of the SST. 
9 - CONCLUSIONS 
1° -HCMR and AVHRR data were comparable quality for 
oceanograph~c stUdies of SST. Both instruments show a large impro-
vement over the VHRR, prima~ily due to a ~~duction in noise level. 
Repetltivity nnd multichannel atmospheric correction favour the 
AYHRR., while geometric correction performed on suitably enhanced 
HCMM photographic products is a great help to detection mapping 
oceanic features. 
2 0 - Day and night infrared HCr-lM data were used in a 
number of studies of oceanic and coastal phenomena 
- the interaction of the residual flow through the Dover Strait 
with the Rhine R.iver effluent, 
- thu tidal fronts in the western approaches of the British 
Channel, 
the upwellings at the shelf break in the Bay of BiscaYI 
22 .... 
l 
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- the formation of coastal cold water regions in the Bay of Biscl.W, 
- th~ surface circulation and eddies in the Ligurian sea, 
- the coastal upwellings in the Gulf of Lions, 
~ the thermal front north of the Balearic islands, 
- large eddies associated with the Atlantic current north of 
Algeria, 
~ statistical analysis of the mesoscale variability of the SST. 
3° - Day - night differences were used only for a 
study of diurnal heatinc of the surface layer of the ~ea during 
periods of low wind speed. 
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1) Periodical sea surface temperature measurements are performed 
by the " Reseau National de la Quali te du Milieu r,1arin " along 
the Atlantic shore. For example, in the Loire estuary, measure-
-ments are perfonned by the " Institut Scientifique et Technique 
des Peches r'ari times ", Nantes, every ~eek, a+ 6 stations. On 
09/15/78 , SST measurements were made simultaneously by the HCMM 
satellite and the I.S.T..P.M •• 
Results : for 2 stations A and B. Sea surface temperatures measured 
I.S.T.P.M. were 290o~. Calculated temperatures from calibrated 
court of HCMR were 283°c,. Thus, in' this particuler case, the temperatures 
observed by the satellite were cooler than the ground truth by 2°C. 
2) The "Etablissement d'Etudes et de Recherches Meteorologiques ll situ-
ated at the IICentre Oceanologique de Bretagne", in Brest, performs 
a statistic treatment of sea surface temperature measurements in the 
Bay of Biscay, the west of Channel, and t~e southern region of the 
Irish sea (SST-GASC is the name of the processing). (Visualization of 
the results) are printed twice a day and a thermography in this area 
is produced three times a month ... The range of precision of these measure-
ments (obtained from merchant"sn.ips) is about ± O. SoC. 
From three HCMM scenes of good quality, comparisons were made between 
Satellite and SST-GASC measurements. 
The following table presents results of this analysis. 
For each station are given : temperature in °c from SST-GASC measure-
ments, temperature in °c calculated from calibrated count of the HCMR, 
and difference between ground truth data and satellite measurement. 
In each case, the satellite observed temperatures were cooler than 
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STATIONS 06/10/78 
., 
in Gul~ o~ Biscay SST-GASC HCI.fM 4T SST-GASC 
47Q 2tm/03°30l-1 17,1°C 9,loC -6,4°c 17,9°C 
47°00N/04°oow 17,8°c 
41°0JN!03°30H l7,OoC 10,1°C -6,9°C 18°c 
47°00N/03°00l-T 16,9°C 9,7°C -7,2°C 18,2°C 
46°4oN!03°30W 18,1°C 
. 
1~6°40N/03°0ml 16,8°c 9,5°C -7,3°C 18,3°C 
...-...... ~-.-- .-. 
_~_~;m~~"""7~.:;):!rit6;..,f, • ..::,.,.. ~~,j\:~~ -,~,..=m=~,_,;>-..,:,~_ 
09/15/78 10/28/78 
HCMM AT SSS-GASC HCm AT 
10,1°C' -T,Boc 
10,5°C -7,3°C 
10,8°e -7,2oC 14,9°C 8,3"'C -6,6°c 
11,2oC -7,OoC 14,9°C 7,9°C -1,Ooe 
10,8°C -7,3°C 15,2oC 8,ToC -6,soe 
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ABSTRACT 
The HCMM (Heat Capacity Mapping Mission) experimental. satellite 
was launched in April 1978 and provided data until 1980. Although the 
basic objective of the experiment was the measurement of diu~nal tempe-
rature variations of the earth's surface for applications to 9'eology 
and hydrology, the good performance of the HCMR (He~~ capacity Mapping 
Radiometer) on board the satellite recommended it for use in oceanogra-
phic studies. The data were acquired in the form of photographic products 
and magnetic tapes, and systematically utilized for evaluation of surface 
temperature in french oceanic regions according to an ir).Vestigation accep-
ted by NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration). 
A comparison of the radiometric pe~formances of the HCMR to those 
of the VHRR (Very High Resolution Radiometer) and AVHRR (Advanced Very 
High Resolution Radiometer) on board meteorological satellites is pre-
sented, ~emonstrating the decisive gain in quality of the HCMR over the 
VHRR for the observation of mesoscale structures in the ocean. The simi-
. 
larities between the radiometric properties of the HCMR and AVHRR are 
also discussed. 
The utilization of photographic products proved very suitable 
since they had already been geometrically corrected and enhanced in the 
temperature range of the sea surface, consequently avoiding many of those 
cases requiring involved computer treatment. Examples of results obtained 
by photo interpretation of marine structures observed in the regions 




Bay of Biscay and western Mediterranean) are presented in this study. 
From these, conclusions have been drawn regarding several oceanic phe-
nomena. 
- The thermal effluent of the Rhine is affected by the tidal 
residual current of the North Sea. The extent of the offshore diffusion 
... 
of the estuary system is influenced by winds from the NE and W which 
respectively retard or accelerate the residual current. 
- Images showing cold water along the edge of the continental 
shelf strongly support the hypothesis of a mixing process due to inter-
nal waves generated by the action of tidal currents at the edge of the 
shelf. 
- Large scale eddy structures detected during the summer in the 
western Mediterranean ~egion around 6°E and 38°N may be linkea to a phe-
nomenon of barotropic - baroclinic instability. 
- The presence of significant diurnal heating of the surface layer 
(several °c) is related to weak winds in the Mediterranean, leading to 
int~rpret with caution daytime SST (Sea Surface Temperature) satellite 
observations made during the summer period. 
I • 
-
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RESUME 
L'exp~rience satellitaire H.C.M.H. a ~t~ lanc~e en avril 1978 avec 
pour objectif de me surer les variations diurnes de la temp~rature de surface 
de la Terre, en ~e d'applications en Geologie et en Hydrologie. Les bonnes 
performances du radiometre H.C.M.R. A bord du satellite (NEOT de 0,3 °c, 
resolution au sol de Soo m) l'ont aussi designee pour des etudes en OC~ano-
graphie. Les donnees fournies par le satellite ont couvert la periode allant 
de avril 1978 a juillet 1980. Ces donn~es, sous forme de produits photogra-
phiques et de bandes magnetiques, ont ~te systematiquement utilisees pour 
l'observation de la temperature de surface des regions oceaniques fran-
9aises, dans 10 cadre d'une investigation acceptee par la NASA. 
Une comparaison des performances radiometriques du H.C.M.R. A 
celles du V.H.R.R. et du A.V.H.R.R. des satellites meteorologiques de la 
NOM est d'ahord effec.tuee, mettant en evidence le gain de qualite decisif 
au H.C.M.R. sur le V.H.R.R. pour l'observation des structures a moyennes 
echelles en zone oceanique, ainsi que la qualite radiometrique similaire 
du H.C.M.R. et du A.V.H.R.R •• 
L'utilisation du produit photographique, particulierement bien 
adapte puisque corrige geometriquement et augmente en contraste dans la 
gamme des temperatures de surface de la mer, s'est averee fructucuse, evi-
tant dans la plupart des cas de proceder a un traitement informatique sou-
vent lourd. Des exemples de resultats obtenus par photo-interpretation pour 
l'observation des structures marines dans les regions concernees par l'in-
vestigation (Mer du Nord, Manche, Mer Celtique, Golfe de Gascogne, Mediter-
ranee occidentale) sont presentes. En particulier, des conclusions ont ete 
~t 
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obtenues sur plusieurs aspects oc~anographique. : 
- influence du courant r~siduel A travers le D~troit du Pas de Calais sur 
l' effluent tbermique du Rhin ; la plus ou mains grande diffus;i,on de cet 
I 
I 
effluent A partir de la cOte est associ~e A des vents de secteurs Nord-Est 
et OUest qui respectivement freinent ou acc~l~rent 1e courant r~siduel ; 
\ 
- les images obtenues sur l'apparition d'eaux froides en ~t~ A la limite du 
plateau continental au large de la Bretagne soutiennent fer.ruement l'hypo-
these d'un mecanisme d~clenche par les ondes internes g~n~r~es ~ar les cou-
rants de mar~e A la rupture de la pente ; 
- la detection de structures tourbillonnaires de grande amplitude (100 km) 
en M~diterran~e Occidentale dans la zone voisine de GOE et 38°N en periode 
,1 
,1 
estivale ; j 
1 
- l'apparition d'echauffements superficiels diurnes importants (plusieurs 
°C) lies A des vents tres faibles, en M~diterranee : cela doit conduire A 
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Examination of the eatth's surface temperature field is now 
becominq a common practice. The fi~st space experiments in tbis area 
were launched in the 60's, but it wasn't until the early 70's that the 
VHRR experiment on meteorological NOAA (National Oceanographic and At-
mospheric Administration) satellites permitted a systematic and fairly 
precise observation of the temperature field of the earth's surface. 
Although a large number of ocean phonomena have been studied in this 
manner from space (see among other reviews, those by LEGECKIS, 1978, 
and Mc CLAIN, 1980), examination of even pronounced ocean structures has 
still been somewhat limited by the instrumental performances of the VHRR 
(Noise Equivalent Differential Temperature, NECT Qf 0.5 to lOe). 
During 1978, radiometers of a new generation were installed on 
different satellites : the HCMR on HCMM ; the AVHRR on TIROS-N i and 
secondarily, the czcs (Coastal Zone Color Scanner) on NIMBUS-7. All 
included channels in the infrared, and permitted a hope of improved 
performance for observing the sea surface temperature field primarily by 
a notable reduction in instrumental noise. 
The present study essentially concerns the HCMR experiment 
launched in April 1978, for which an investigation had been accepted 
by NASA. The materials provided by NASA consisted of both photographic 
products and magnetic tapes. The utilization of photographic products 
was particularly well adapted to the purposes of this oceanographic study 
since they were already geometrically corrected and enhanced in the 
sea surface temperature range. A description of the satellite experiment 







the HCMR to the VHRR and AVHRR, fallowed by the results obtained through ,i 
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photo interpretation of the marine features observed in the regions rele-
vant to the investigation. 
II - THE HCMM SATEL~~TE EXPERIMENT 
The fundamental objective of the HCMM space experiment was the 
measurement 9f the diurnal temperature variation on the surface ~f the 
earth (solar heating during the day, radiative cooling at night) for appli-
cations to earth resources (geology, hydrology, etc ••• ) For this, the HCMM 
satellite was pl~ced at an altitude of 620 kIn in a sun-synchronous orbit, 
circular,qua~i~polar, characterized by an inclination of 97.79° and a ~ 
period of 97.2 minutes. The passage over the equator took place at appro- i I 
ximatively 02 and 14 hours local time in order that data could be obtained 
near the minimum and the maximUhl of diurnal temper&ture variation. The 
radiometer onboard the satellite was a scanning radiometer that acquired 






the therm~l infrared (10.5 - 12.5 pm). Similar channels had already been i , j 
i 
used on previous meteorological satellites, but the pu~pose of the modified 




(i) to signifil::antly improve measurement in the thel1!lal infr,red by an " 1 I 
NEDT of 0.3°c and a grouhd resolution of 0.5 kIn (as opposed to an NEDT ~ 
between 0.5 and 1°C and a ground resolution of 1 km for the VH~ radiometer 
of NOAA satellites), and 
(ii) to increase the possibility of obtaining maps of the day/night 
1",,,,, 
~ ~ ~ 
1 I , 
surface temperature differences at 12 and 36 hour intervals. The main ~ 1 U j 
£ 
objective of the HCMM experiment was to det~rmine the thermal inertia 
; 
of the earth's surface with the intentions of : measuring variations of i 
, 
l 
f e: ft. ....... P. $ » 
I 
t 
ground humidity and evapotranspiration of the v.getati,~n 1 di.criminating 
d),fferent rock types and locating tt':.neral bed. , and mea.urin; the extent 
. 
of snow covered areas for the ~'urpoll. of forecaatin9 runoff due to the 
melting of ice. Moreover, the 900d performa~,ce of the HCMR recommended 
it for studies in oCAanography. 
The data were available in the form of photographic products and 
digitalizsd ma9n~tic tapes. Each scene cove~ed an area 700 x 700 km2 and 
contained the f,I>llowing information 
(i) diffuse albedo (or reflectance) from the channel in the visible ; 
(i1) surface temperature from the channel in the infrared ; eventually 
(iii) day/night temperature difference, and 
(iv) thermal inertia. 
!II - COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT RADIOf.4.ETERS (HCMR, VHRR and AVHRR) 
Radiometers of the same type as the HCMR have been operational 
for the past few y~ars for measurement, on an observational basis, of 
the earth's surface temperature: the VHRR on NOAA satellites (NOAA 3 toS) 
from 1972 to 1978 ; the AVHRR on TIROS-N and NOAA 6 in 1978 and 1979, and 
recently (April 1981) on NOAA 7 which replaced TIROS-N. The performances 
of these radiometers are compared to those of the HCMR and summarized in 
Table 1. Note that the HCMR and AVHRR exhibit respectively a gain in 
radiometric quality (product of NEDT by the ground resolution) by a fac-
tor of 3 and 5 times over the VHRR. 
In order to demonstrate the gain in radiometric performances of 


































rature field, the HCMR data acquired 10 Hay 1978 at 2 h TU on the Bay 
of aiscay have been compared to those of the VHRR acquired 11 Hay 1978 
at 8 h TU on approximatively the same area centered at 45°30' N - 4°30·W. 
An eddy ~ 50 km wide is clearly visible in the HCMR data (Fi9. I-a} while 
it appears only weakly in the VHRR data (too noisy) (Fig. i-b). The refi-
ned quality of tne HCMR data has allowed the detection and study of even 
those structures having weak amplitudes (less than 1°C). 
Fig. 2 gives the spatial spectrum of variance aensity of the sea 
surface temperature E(k) (where k is the wavenumber) for the same region 
(64 x 64 km2) corresponding to the preceeding eddy, drawn from the data 
of the VHRR and HCMR and calculated in the direction of the satellite 
tr,~ck. The E (k) spectra, which characterize the surface temperature varia-
bility in the study region, tand to a limit at high wavenumbers, equal 
to the variance of the noise divided by ~ (when ~ is the samplinq 
rete of the data: 1 km in the case of thp- VHRR ; 0.5 km in the case of 
the HCMR). Consequently the observe~ noise level is 0.03 (oC)2 in the 
case of the HCMR and 0.6 (oC)2 in the case of the VHRR - i.e. 20 times 
more elevated for the VHRR. Note also in Fig. 2 that the physical infor-
. madon begins to be significant at wavenumbers greater than 1/40 (km-1) 
in the case of the VH~~, and 1/5 (km-1) in the case of the HCMR. This 
indicates that in such an area of weak variance, the analysis of the 
surface temperature field is l~ited, due to noise, to a scale greater 
than 40 km in the case of the VHRR and to 5 km in the case of the HCMR. 
A similar comparison was made on data acquired almost simultane-
ously by the HCMR and the AVHRR, 17 july 1979 in the Bay of Biscay (12 h 45 
TU for HCMR, 15 h 15 TU for the AVHRR). The AVHRR data were acquired by 
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ted. The figures 3-a and 3-b present an enhanced visualization of an eddy 
structure of amplitude greater than 100 km in the south eastern region 
of the Bay of Biscay. The comparison of Fig. 3-a and 3-b Ihowl a similar 
qual.:l.ty in the restituted temperature field by the HCMR and AVHRR that 
is confirmed by spectral analysis (Fig. 4). The Ipatial spectrum of tem-
perature variance density, E(k), corresponding to the western portion 
of the eddy structure, was calculated in the direction of the satellite 
track. 
In this oceanic zone, it seems that the surface temperature 
field could be characterized by E(k) I'\J k-2• The determination is limited 
2 
at high wave numbers by the noise level of the radiometers : 0.02 (OC) 
for the HCMR, and 0.01 (oC)2 for the AVHRR. This dependence of the spec-
trum on wavenumber has not been explained by any turbulenca theory 
(DESCHAMPS et al., 1961). Note also in Fig. 4 thCl,t for the t,~o experi-
ments, the physical information begins to be significant at ~ scale 
greater than 5 kID. This indicates that the relation between, noise level 
and ground resolution by the radiometers is not optimal for study of 
surface temperature in those oceanic zones whe):'e variance is weak, par-
ticularly in the HCMR case. A better compromise would be to have a .ariance 
of noise less than 0.01 (oC)2 and a ground resolution on the order of 2 km. 
This comparative study emphasizes the following conclusions. 
(1) The quality of the radiometric performances of the HCMR (ground 
resolution and NEDT) as compared to those of the VHRR, shows a net 
improvement in the observation of sea surface temperature field and its 









2) ~he analysis of the spatial spectrum of t~~~erature variance density 
shows that the interpretation of the data i~ generally limited by radio-
metric performances (noise level) at Beales below 5 km in oceanic regions. 
One can also ~~nclud. from this analysi. that a NED ~ le8. than 0.1*0 
and a ground resolution of 2 km give more optimal radiometric performances 
for the study of surface temperature in oceanic regions. 
3) 'llhe HCMR data has the potential of being very useful for the detailed 
analysis of the sea surface temperature field, particularly in coastal 
regions, due to a ground resolution of 500 m. 
4) ~he HCMR/HCMM and AVHRR/~IROS-N, NOAA 6 have comparable radiometric 
performances. The repetitivity and the existence of a channel at 3.7 ~m 
for atu~spheric correction (DESCP~~S and PHULPIN, 1980) are in fAvor Qf 
the AVHRR; however, the HCMR has the unique advantage of delivering the 
photographic products and digital data radiomet.rically and geometrically 
corrected, which enables direct utilization. 
IV - OCEANOGRAPHIC PHENOMENA OBS~RVED OFF THE FRENCH COAST 
Due to the operational features of the VHRR experiment on board 
the NOAA satellites, it has been possible since the 70's to systematically 
observe from space the surface temperature of french oceanic regions. Direct 
reception of the data at C~S (Centre de Meteorologie SpaUale) in LANNION, 
France, has been routinely employed, being limited only by the radiometric 
performances of the VHRR and by the presence of clouds in the instrument 
field of view. In regions of the British Channel and North Sea, submitted 
to a continual regime of atmospheric perturbances, the cloud cover has the 
effec·t of considerably reducing the quality of observation from space, ho-

































The utilization of channels in tbe visible for discriminating re-
gions of clouds and the time scales of atmospbBric perturbations (generally 
mucb sborter than comparable oceanic perturbances) bas permitted effective 
observation even tbough tbe presence of clouds has often rendered difficult 
those dynamic studies requiring continual survey of the phenomena of in-
terest. 
An HCMR with improved radiometric performance was launched in 
April 1978 with the hope of providing more detailed observation of fine 
structure phenomena. The photographic products provided by NASA were 
particularly appropriate since prior geometric correction and enhance-
ment in the temperature range of the sea enabled direct;1nterpretation of 
the data. 
From May 1978 to May 1979, the HCMR provided approximatively 1000 such 
images of french oceanic regions that have since been examined and ana-
lysed. 
That which follows is a presentation of the work accom,plished on 3 regions 
of study (figure 5) : the southern portion of the North Sea (zone 1) ; 
the western British Channel, the celtic Sea, and the Bay of Biscay (zone 2) 
and the northwestern Mediterranean (zone 3). On the photo images, the 
darkest shades correspond to either the lowest temperature (thermal infra-
red channel) O~ to the lowest reflectance (visible channel). 
ZONE 1 
The Thermal effluent of the Rhine 
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t 
are presented in figures 6 and 7. 
On entering the sea, the effluent is entrained by the circulation cha-
racteristic of the southern portion of the Nor.th Sea. The mean residual 
circulation (NIHOUL and RONDAY, 1975) is directed from the louth west ! \ 
to the north east (fig. 8) and the current tends to flow in a straight 
line from the Dover Strait following the !sobaths deeper than 30 m which 
are located at the center of the southern Bight. It moves off the dutch ~ 
co'astline at the level of the Rhine-Meuse-Escaut estuary system permitting 
1 
~ 
I lago the current more or less follows again the dutch coast. 
the effluent to diffuse offshore-i.e. westward. At the Frisonnis archipe-
1 
The interaction of the effluent (warmer in summer, colder in winter) 
'j 
with the residual circulation is complex, but an examination of the pho- I 
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- The southern portion of the effluent (Escaut and Meuse) has a tenob;ncy 
to flow towards the southwest before being entrained by ~he residual cur-
rent., forming a diffuse wedge-shaped plume along the belgian coast. This 
is particularly visible during the winter period shown in figure 7. A 
LANDSAT image (figure 9) reveals that sediments are transported southward 
in a similar manner. The southern region receives fresh water of lower den-
sity ejected by estuary system but the energetic action of tidal currents 
• ~ 
H j I y ,~r 
1 I' j 
~ 
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rapidly destroys and prevents stratification in the marine environment. ~ 
- The northern position of the effluent (Rhine principally) is generally 
entrained directly toward the northeast and forced along the dutch coast 
by the residual current (figure 6 during the summer). The effluent forms 
a pronounced offshore boundar:y separating the non strati·fied atlantic 
1 
\ 
water in the center from the coastally strati£ied water. In northern sec-
tion, stratific~tion is made possible by the combined actions of trans-
i 




parameter (NIHOUL, 1980) which governs the stability of stratification. Un-
like NIHOUL's model, the one's developed by PINGREE (1978) doe~ not indicate 
this tendency toward increased stratification along the dutch coast from the 
city of the Haye to Texel Island (Fig. 10). 
An examination of the meteorological situation (mean wind speed direc-
tion and speed) for the period May-June 1978, reveals the interaction between 
the residual current and the thermal effluent. In the situation of winds do-
minating from the west (4-10 June), the northern portion of the plume is ob-
served to extend along the dutch coast in the direction of the Frisonnis Is-
lands (see the observations of 4 and 9 June). On the other hand, when winds 
were from the northeast (16-19 and 25-31 May, 14-20 June) a broad seaward 
dispersion of the plume (typically 40 kIn) is noted (observa'tions of 18, 30 
May; 19-20 June). During 19-20 June, following relatively strong winds from 
the northeast, cold unstratified water, encountered offshore the Frisonnis 
Islands, penetrated southward along the dutch coast. The offshore transport 
of freshwater rapidly diffused and was then insufficient to maintain stra-
tifacation near the coast, which is in agreement with the diminution of the 





The diffusion system of the northern portion of the thermal effluent 
is interpreted as being connected to changes in the residual current that 
arise as a consequence of wind action. Western winds tend to create a wind 
driven current which contributes to intenSify the residual current, I 
11 i ~ particularly along the dutch coast (PINGREE and GRIFFITHS, 1980), where it 






forces the effluent shoreward while entraining it farther to the north. 
When the winds are from the northeast they counteract the flow of the resi-
dual current, reducing its speed and deflecting it toward the english coast, 
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limited northward entrainment. 
Observation of the thermal effluent of the Rhine-Meuse-Escaut system by 
photographic products of the HCMM enables the following conclusions to be 
drawn, which are also supported by results based on numerical simulation 
(NIHOUL and RONDAY, 1975) of the circulation in thl3 southern Bight of the 
North Sea : 
- The average circulation is directed from the southwest to the northeast 
away from the Dover Strait (NIHOUL and RONDAY, 1975). 
- The western winds reinforces the residual current toward the dutch coast, 
whereas winds from the northeast oppose this current and deflect it toward 
the english coast (PINGREE and GRIFFITHS, 1980). 
- Stratification is absent to the south of the Rhin,e-Meuse-Escaut estuary 
system, but present to the north along the dutch COi;Lst (NIHOUL, 1980) where 
it is maintained by the transport of freshwater frOID river outflow. 
ZONE 2 
A - TIDAL FRONTS WEST OF BRITTANY AND IN THE WESTERN BRITISH CHANNEL 
Figures 12-a and 12-c show HCMR observations o,f tidal fronts in the 
western approaches of the British Channel, west of :Srittany (Ushant front) , 
near the cape of Cornwalls (front of Scilly Islands), and between Ireland 
and Engl~nd (front of the Irish Sea). These fronts have been known for a 
long time (already observed by DIETRICH, 1950) and the mechanisms forming 
them have been studied by various authors (SIMPSON and HUNTER, 1974 ; FEARN-
HEAD, 1975, PINGREE and GRIFFITHS, 1978 ; G~RZOLI, 1979). 
















These fronts are produced by the action of tidal currents which mix the 
water column in the shelf region when the depth is shallow and the tidal cur-
rent speed, U, is high, and eventually destroy the summ~r stratification. As 
a result, surface water is colder and a well-marked surface thermal front se-
parates the regions of stratified and homogenous waters. 
The stratification is governed either by the SIMPSON-HUNTER parameter, 
S = 10910(H/C
o
U3) (SIMPSON and HUNTER, 1974) 0: by the parameter S' • H/U2 
(GARZOLI, 1979) where Co is the drag coefficient (CD ~ 0.0025). According 
3 -2 3 to PINGREE and GRIFFITHS, when S < 1 (H/U ~s expressed in cm s) the 
medium is stable and stratified, and when S > 2 mixing occurs and the fluid 
becomes homogeneous. In the model of GARZOLI, H/U2 = 1 cm-1 s2 is the criti-
cal value beyond which stratification no longer takes place. The thermal front 
appears at tIle boundary between the stratified and homogeneous waters. 
Fig. 13 shows locations of the fronts predicted by FEAmlHEAD (1975), and 
PINGREE and GRIFFITHS (1978). These positions, already captured by NOAA satel-
lites (SIMPSON et al., 1978 ; PINGREE and GRIFFITHS, 1978), are confirmed 
by HCMM observations. Note also in fig. 12-a and 12-0 that the trahant front, 
though pronounced at the level of Ushant Island (~ 3°C), progressively disap-
pears farther north. This is explained by the fact that the gradient of S or 
S' is weaker in the northern portion than around Ushant Island (weaker tidal 
currents and the slope less steep) rendering the separation between the stra-
tified and homogeneous regions less distinct. 
On the u~age of 25 August, and less clearly on that of 21 September, one 
can observe a phenomenon mentionned by PINGREE (1979) ; colder and more homo-
geneous water east of the front of Brittany diffusing westward in fingers per-
pendicular to the margin of the front. According to PINGREE, these intrusions 
~ 
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of cold water play an important role in the mechanism of expanding thermocline 
erosion which occured during this period (the end of the summer). As surface 
heat was reduced, the front progressed westward. 
The positions of these fronts are subjected to changes due to a variety 
of factors. 
- Variations of the tidal coefficient can double the amplitude of the tidal 
current. 
- The evolution of energy and heat exchanges at the surface throughout the 
season can create conditions of Qifferent stratification. 
- The wind can be a dominant factor in regions of weak tidal current (SIMPSON 
et al., 1978). 
- The phenomenon of advection may playa role, advancing the front margin 
(GARZOLI, 1979). 
HCMR observations show the evolution in the position of the Ushant front 
during May-September 1978 (Fig. 14). The position is' very fluct~ating. Note 
an eastward displacement, due to increased stability of the stratified water, 
is absent during 'May-September in contradiction to studies by PINGREE (1975) 
and GARZOLI (1979). 
Moreover, in Fig. 14, the situation of May 21 is different from that of 
26 May in that the front is displaced more than 100 km westward at 49°30' N. 
t These observations occured before and after a period of strong tidal coeffi-
, 
cients, the meteorological situation being the same during 15-26 May with rela-
tively weak winds in the northern sector. These observations suggest the follo-
'wing hypothesis the currents became more important between 21 and 26 May, 
and as Sand S' parameters diminished, the stratification was progressively 
destroyed in the region where the front was localized on 21 May. In response 
to the diminution in the Sand S' parameters, the thrust of the front advanced 
to greater depths (westward) until H was large enough to render ineffective 
C-l1 
the tidal currents on the destruction of the stratification. 
B - OBSERVATIONS ON THE EDGE OF THE CONTINENTAL SHELF 
Summer satellite observations (PINGREE, 1979, DICKSON at al., 1980) show 
a band of cold water situated at the edge of the continental shelf, where the 
ocean bottom drops from 200 m to several 1000 m. This ~and of cold water (repor-
ted by PINGREE from VHRR data in 1976-1978) persisted from July to September 
between 5° and 10oW. DICKSON et al. Presented observations in May an~ June 1979 
obtained from AVHRR data, in which the band of cold water followed the edge of 
the continental shelf from the south of Ireland (ll°W) to the south of Britta-
I 
ny (4°W). The explanation for this phenomenon that appears as an upwel.ling re-
,1 
i 
mains uncertain. Based on the works of KILLWORTH (1978), DICKSON advances the j 
hypothesis of an interaction between Kelvin waves and the shelf break, an inte- j 
raction which is intensified by the presence of canyons. The theory proposed 
by KILLWORTH supposes winds dominate from the northwest, blowing parallel to 
the slope, HEAPS (1980) suggests an upwelling generated at the shelf break when 
winds dominate from the southwest. Note, however, that satellite observations 
generally correspond to a cloudfree situation associated with an anticyclone 
high over the Bay of Biscay and the British Isles, and that the resulting winds 
were frequently from the east. This is contrary to the preceeding theory unless 
one admits to a shift of a few days between meteorological ~crcing and ·the 
response of the sea. 
• 1 
During the period May 1978-1979, 10 HCMR images focussed on the edge of 
the continental shelf. These permitted a pinpointing of phenomena and enabled 
1 
1 
the following observations to be made. 
1) The well established band of cold water corresponds to the local destruc-
Hon of the thermocline under 'the action of a mixing process linked to the 
presence of the shelf limit. This band appears in May-JUne at the onset of 
..... ," em t .,4 
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summer when the thermocline is formed, and di.sappe6rs in the autumn (october) 
when the stratification is destroyed. 
2) The phenomenon is more intense after spring tides, (Fig. 12-a from 25 Auqust 
1978, and Fig. 12-c from 21 September 1978), whereas during the period of neap 
tides, the band of cold water appears as a more diffuse feature (Fig. 12-b 
.I 
from 15 september 1978). The physical process provoking this upwelling of cold 
water has a possible a relation to the interaction of tidal waves with the edge 
of the shelf. 
3) One can follow an evolution of phenomena during the course of the summer.' 
Early in the season (a period of weak stratification) a narrow band of cold 
water (several 10ths of Jan) was observed on the edge of the armorican and cel-
-j 
tic shelves from south of Ireland to 46°N - 4°W in the Bay of Biscay. At the 
end of the summer (a period of strong stratification) I' the band of water had 
expanded and was particularly intense between 5 and 9 bW though not discernable 
on the segment oriented NW-SW at the edge of the shelf from 49°N - 11°W to 
46~ - 4OW. The observations of 25 August and 21 September 1978 are typical 
of this. Both were obtained near the close of the sping tide period. The 
zones of more intense phenomena which correspond to the colder water are 10-
cated in precisely the same regions for both documents. It is worth emphasi-
zing that the part of the shelf edge between 5 and 9°W coIncides whith the 
segment where the slope of the shelf break is larger (it varies between 0.05 
and 0.1, whereas in the region farther north, the slope is less than 0.03) 
and where the tidal currents are stronger (1.5 knot during spring tide). 
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This group of observations indicates a direct correlation between the pre-
sence of cold water along the edge of the continental shelf and the amplitude 
of the tidal current. MAZE (1980) has shown that the passage of a barotropic 
tide over the slope can generate an internal baroclinic wave (elevation of 
the thermocline) of an amplitude of the same order as the depth of the ther-
mocline, thereby suggesting an explanation for the appearance of cold water ~ 




at the surface. The amplitude of the internal wave is increased by the speed 
of the current and the inclination of the shelf break. The appearance of cola 
water is restricted to the summer, i.e. when the thermocline is pronounced, 
and to areas where the strongest currents and steepest slopes are encountered, 
as in the situation along the coast of Brittany. The observation of 25 August 
1978 shows clearly a complex sy~tam of internal waves of wavelengths approxi-
-1 
mating 50 km which correspond to those of internal waves (ci - 1 m s ) having a 
tidal period. The stationary regime of the internal waves is occasionally vi-
sible between the south of Brittany and the shelf break where it seems to be 
in resonnance within the limited conditions constituted by the shape of the 
basin. 
On one occasion observed in the winter (Fig. 12-e from 16 January 1979) 
a band of warm water along the slope was shown extending very shoreward into 
the Bay of Biscay. In the location of the cold upwelling usually present off 
northwest coast of the iberian peninsula, warm water is also observed, having 
the appearance of a warm upwelling. It is difficult to attribute the phenomenon 
to the resurfacing of Mediterranean water because its depth is on .the order 
of 1000 m. The hypothesis of a mechanism of advection linked to wind induced 
circulation in the Bay of Biscay can be equally advanced. This would imply 
-1 
current values (on the order of 1 m. s ) established over an extended time 
(on the order of a week) • 
C - COOLING ON THE CONTINENTAL SHELF DURING THE AUTUMN PERIOD 
Starting in September, the surface layer begins to cool and become homo-
geneous to progressively greater depths. The mechanism is more rapid and abrupt 
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cold water that began to appear at several localized points along the sou-
thern coast of Brittany to Gironde (Fig. 12-c), had, by the end of OCtober, 
formed a continuous coastal band extending to the 50 m isobath (Fig. 12-d). 
Note that when the thermocline is in complete erosion, cold water spans the 
entire shelf and extends seaward as successive intrusions with the charac-
teristic scale of 20-50 km. Observations in the winter period of 16 January 
and 27 .February 1979 (Fig. 12-e and 12-f) show a persistant band of cold ho-
mogeneous coastal water that extended to the 100 m isobath forming a distinct 
front of several °C, south of Brittany. 
ZONE 3 
. A - NORTH BALEARIC FRONT 
Figs 15-a, 15-b and 15-c provide observations of thf5 north balearic 
front on 11, 16 July and 12 August .1978. This front results fro'.!1 circulating 
waters in the western Mediterranean which are characterized by a substantial 
surface current (LACOMBE and TCHERNIA, 1972) (extending to a depth of approxi-
matively 150 m) of atlantic water and which flows eastward along the algerian 
coast in leaving the alboran Sea (Fig. 16). West of Algeria, the current stems 
and divides into 2 branches ; 
- One continues in the eastward direction along the african coast to the strait 
of Sicily where it penetrates into the eastern Mediterranean. 
- The other curves northeast, merges with the Ligurian current, and follows 
along the southern coast of France and Spain. 'l'his circulation forms two cy-
clonic rings, one in the Ligurian Sea and another trapped around Balearic 
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In Fig. 15-a, IS-b and 1S-c, one can detect two major oscillations in the 
tront 1 the first along the coast of Spain around 4°30' E and the second around 
8°E and 42°N. The average position of the front during the summer of 1978 can 
be seen in Fig. 17. Note the southward di~placement at 7°E, from May to August 
which can be telated to wind action dominating from the NW that produces upwel-
lings along the coast of Gulf of Lions and entrains the circulation to the 
south (MILLOT and WALD, 1981). 
Aside from this general form, the north balearic front induces small 
scale meanders (typically 10-20 km) in response to baroclinic instability in 
the frontal zone (radius of deformations I several km). Equally notable is an 
anticyclonic ring near the coast of the french-spanish border, which corres-
ponds to the deviation of the Ligurian current by the Cape of Creux. 
B - LARGE SCALE EDDIES OFFSHORE THE ALGERIAN COAST 
On the observations of 11,16 and 21 July (Fig. IS-a, lS-b and lS-c), 
two large anticyclonic eddies, having dimensions approximating 100 km, are 
clearly visible. They are practically stationary and centered at 38°N - 7°E. 
A weak propagation E - NE is noted. These eddies are revealed by the entrain-
merit of colder water derived either from upwelling on the algerian coast (cape 
.. 
Bougaroun) or by cold water flowing along the sardinian coa.st. Although they 
have been systematically observed by satellite photos during the summer period, 
their origin still remains unclear. They could be linked to experiments made 
in a rotating tank (GRIFFITHS and LINDEN, 1981) in which similar undulations 
were attributed to a combination of barotropiC and baroclinic instabilities. 
The horizontal scale LE (100 km), of the ocean eddy is in partial agreement 
































with Ra' the radius of deformation : 
Ra • 1 (gh ~)1/2 ~ 20 km 
f P 
where a ~ 150 m is the depth of the surface layer of the atlantic water , 
~ ~ 3.10-3 is the relative difference in density between the surface water p 
-4 -1 
and deep water f ~ 0.9(10 ) s is the Coriolis parameter at the latitude 
in consideration 7 and g is acceleration due to gravity. Fig. 15-c of 21 July 
seems to support the following. From eddies forming along the algerian coast 
at 3°E, there seems to be an amplification developing into rings from SOE. 
Elsewhere, between SOE and gOE, anticyclonic eddies seem to induce smaller 
cyclonic rings along the algerian coast. 
The observation of 16 July reveals a remarkable phenomenon bet;ween 
Balearic and Sardinia Islands around 40o N. The surface temperature field 
is very inhomogeneous. structures more or less organized in bands 5 to 10 km 
wide give the surface temperature field a filamentious appearance for which 
the following explanation is proposed. From 5-8 July, a violent wind from 
the northwest, the Mistral, blew on the Gulf of Lions, entraining the thrust 
of the north Balearic front toward the south (particularly pronounced on the 
'<, 
image of 11 July). Then just prior to 16 July, the winds were extremely weak 
• 
resulting in minimum surface agitation and the cold wat~r entrained southward 
to 400 N mixed with atlantic surface wat~r in a series of warm and cold pockets~ 
elongating in the direction of the current. During such a period, the direc-
tion of warm and cold fingers of water can be considered as an indication of 
the d;i"rection of the surface currents 7 this being equally evident in the 
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C - THE LIGURIAN CURRENT AND UPWELLINGS IN THE GULF OF LIONS 
The situation in the liguro-provencal basin is well ill.ustrated in 
Fig. 1S-e, 12 August 1978. A cold water mass is located in the center of 
the basin bounding by a contrastingly warm water circulation that tollows 
along the coast of Corsica, Italy and France (WALD and NIHOUS, 1980). The 
interface between the central water-and the coastal current exhibits a series 
of deformations having an anticyclonic tendency and wavelengths of ~ 50 km, 
particularly in the northern portion. This process has been outlined by CREPON 
et ale (1980), and is analogous to deformations in the polar front of the at-
mosphere and due to a phenomenon of baroclin~~1 instability. 
After flowing along the french coast, the Ligurian current penetrates 
into the Gulf of Lions, where it encounters coastal summer upwellings pro-
duced by strong gusts of winds from north (Mistral) and west (Tramontane) 
(pig. 15-d, of 22 July and 15-e, of 12 August 1978). The image of July 22 
gives a clear view of the extent of these upwellings created by the strong 
winds of the pre~eding days (17-21 July). colder water appeared on the coast 
in diverse locations (MILLOT, 1979) : cape of Adge, mouth of the Rhone, 
cape sicie and,in spreading seaward, was deflected to the right of the wind 
a$ a consequence of Coriolis acceleration. 
The southwar4 expansion of the cold upwelling extends to 100 km south 
of Marseille and is an important feature. The LANDSAT image of September 1976 
(Fig. 18) confirms the mechanism that at the time of the upwelling, coastal 
sediments were entrained offshore at the cape of Adge and tended to describe 
an anticyclonic circuit. Only the western bardAr of the upwelling generated 
at the mouth of the Rhone, is visible, but. significant entrainment of suspen-
ded material farther south is apparent. 
These phenomena have been numerically modelled by SUA and THOMASSET (1982), 
and good agreement has been obtained between the satellite observations and 
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Following rel •••• from the upw.lling, the Liguri.n curr.nt flow. along 
the slope of tho contin.ntal ahalf of the Gulf of Lion. .n4 entr.in. tow.r4. 
the southw •• t tho •• ma •••• of cold water upw.ll.d ••• t of Mar •• ill •• (Fig. 19, 
for 12 Augu.t 1978). 
5 - IMPORTANT DIURNAL HEATING DETE~D BY THE HCMR IN CONDITIONS OF WEAK WINDS 
Dur.ing the period extending from M.y 1978 to August 1978, • l.rge amount 
of d~ta .cquired daily on the Mediterr.nean by the HCMR revealed m.rine ZOAe. , 
of similar spatial structures in both visible and thermAl infrared channel •• 
Fig. 20 shows an example of these features lone located in the area between 
corsiCa and the southern coast of France, and the other in the area near the 
eastern coasts of Corsica and Sardinia. One observes higher temperatures in 
the infrared channel (Fig. 20-b) and at the same time, tmportant change. in 
the reflectance in the visible channel (Fig. 20-a). These structures have 
been identified as significant heating of several degrees, of the first few 
centimeters of the surface layer during periods of weak wind (DESCHAMPS and 
FROUIN, 1982). 
The changes in reflectance observed in the visible channel are interpreted 
as variations in "glitter", -i.e. in the specular reflection of direct solar 
radiation of the agitated sea surface. During the period around the summer 
solstice., the geometric condtttons of observation were favorable :for the de-
tection of glitter phenomenon in the western portion of the scenes. Glitter 
is usually pronounced when the sea is relatively calm, and a may,±mum in re-
flectance occurs when the direction of satellite observatton is' near that of 
the specular reflection of the sunlight. One such patch of uniform brightness 
is noticeable in southwestern portton of Fig. 20-a. In the case of a very calm 
sea, the reflection of the surface becomes almost specular and a reduction of 
~eflectance can usually be noted, because it is very i~probable that the angle 
of the satellite observation would be aligned exactly in the direotion of the 
specular reflection. 
Fig. 20-a illustrates th;\:s reduction in reflection : two phenomena are 
presented with the more or less brtlliant areas corresponding respectively to 
weak and zero winds. The fact that the change in sea surface agttation can 
produce an increase or reduction of the observed reflectance has already been 
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When the surface agitation due to wind stress decreases, the heating 
of the surface ],ayer increase, (HASSE, 1971). In the absence of wind, the 
gain in temperature is almost entirely determined by the local absorption 
of solar radiation. The effect is that the diffusivity in the upper layer 
tends towards the limit value given by the thermal molecular diffusivity 
which, on a scale of several hours, is insufficient for distributing the 
heat to deeper layers. Thus one can observe substantial diul-nal heating 
of several degrees in the surface layer. 
The meteorological observations (Fig. 20-d) are in good agreement 
with the fact that the zones of weak winds correspond to zones of weak re-
flectance and strong diurnal heating. 
Radiative cooling during the night rapidly destroys most of the diurnal 
heating at least in the upper surface layer. The evidence of di~rnal heating 
can then be established by 'making a comparative analysis of successive day/ 
night observations Fig. 20-c gives the difference between day and night 
temperatures at 12-hour interval, corresponaing to the day time image shown 
in Fig. 20-b and f,urnished by NASA : the warm anomalies are always present 
yet very well cOI:rdated to variations in reflectance in the visible channel. 
From May 1978 to August 1978, approximatively 60 images were obtained 
on the western Mediterranean, among 34 of which it has been possible to iden-
tify severla! marine regions showing si<;1n±ficant diurnal heating of more than 
1°C and involving surface areas of di'tllensions ranging from JO to .100 kIn. 'rhe 
frequency of these events is therefore of consequence in the Medite,r,ranaan. 
Diurnal heating seems much weaker in the near Atlantic and the North Sea 
where the authors have been able to observe only one scene possessing this' 
phenomenon. Because regions such as the Mediterranean can be strongly affec-
ted by diurnal heatin<;1, the "measurement of the sea surface temperature field 
obtained by daytime satellite observation may be without any oceanographic 
significance and should be restricted to night or early morning when the sur-
face layer is more homogeneous. 
6 - CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, photographic products and numerical data provided by the 
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can be drawn from this. The first bears on the ildequacy of the experiment 
itself and the pictorial documents provided for the aUQ of the research : 
observation of the sea surface temperature field. The other conclusions put 
in evtdence some results of oceanographic interest. 
The comparison of the radiometric performances (product of ground re-
solution by resolution in temperature, NEDT) between the HCMR and the VHRR 
indicates a gain by a factor of 7 in favor of the HCMR, a gain similar to 
thac of the AVHRR which makes them comparable for selected operations. This 
gain is decisive and essential for observation of mesoscale structures (10-
100 km) in the ocean. Evidence has been provided as much by the study of the 
spatial spectrum of temperature variance density as by certain original obser-
vations which can be found in section 4 (large scale p.~dies in the western 
Mediterranean) • 
The photographic products provided by NASA, already geometrically correc-
ted and enhanced in the sea surface temperature range, greatly facilitated the 
interpretation of the data obtained. It avoided heavy computer treatment 
that is necessary with certain meteorological satellites (data of the VHRR and 
AVHRR). It also greatly improved the ~mount and quality of possible interpre-
tations through an economy of means and by facilitating a more rapid and wider 
dissemination to the community of involved and interested oceanographers. A 
similar treatment of AVHRR data, furnishing operational items of similar pho-
tographic products corresponding to the needs of oceanographers, would cer-
tainly enable the use of satellite data complementary to in-situ measurements, 
to progress more rapidly. 
" 
Even though the HCMR and AVHRR have potentially comparable radiometric " 
performances, the AVHRR of TIROS-N and NOAA-6 has certain advantages : increa-
sed repetitivity that is essential for eliminating the effect of cloud covera- • 
ge, correction of atmospheric emission by means of a channel centered at 3.7~m, 
and operational character of the experiment until the mid 80's. 
The analysis of the HCMR photographic products has permitted conclusions 
to be drawn on several aspects of oceanography 
- the influence of the residual current, as it passes through the Dover strait, 
on the thermal effluent of the Rhine, and the Tather broad offshore diffusion 
of the effluent associated with winds from the northeast or west which respec-
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- the analysis of images obtained revealing the presence of cold water in the 
summer along the edge of the continental. shelf to the west of Britanny firmJ.y 
supporting the hypothesis of an upwelling mechan:l:.sm produced by the action of 
tidal currents over the slope of the shelf break{ 
- the detection of large scale eddy structures (100 km) in the western Medi-
terranean around 6 E - 38°N during the summe~, probably due to a phenomenon 
of instability of the baroclinic - barotropic type, 
- the frequent appearance of significant diurnal surface heating (several °C) 
linked to weak winds in the Mediterranean, that should lead one to use with 
caution the daytime observations of the summer season. 
The results presented here reflect upon a fairly restricted period : 
May 1978 to May 1979. It is evident that in the coming years, the infrared 
images of the AVHRR satellite will continue to be of broad interest to the 
oceanographic community by offering systematic and repetitive observations 
and by, for example, filtering cloud cover for the study of temporal changes 
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1. - Satellite observations in the thermal infrared of the Bay 
of Biscay region around 45°N &nd 4°30'W (a) by the VHRR, 10 May 
1978 at 8h TU and (b) by the HCMR, 11 May 1978 at 2h TU. Each grey 
shade corresponds to (a) O,loC and (b) 0,3°C. In the center of 
these images one notes the presence of an eddy approximating 50 km 
in diameter, basely visible on the VHRR image due tho instrumental 
noise get clearly distinguishable on the H~MR image. 
2. - Density spectrum ~f variance of the surface temperature field 
for the same region (64 x 64 km2 ) in the Bay of Biscay obtained 
from HCMR and VHRR data. The direction of analysis corresponds to 
that of the satellite track. 
3. - Satellite obaervations in the thermal infrared of the Bay of 
Biscay 17 July 1979 (a) by the HCMR at 12h45 TU and (b) by the 
AVHRR at 15h15 TU. Each grey stade corresponds to (a) 0,2°C and 
(b) O,l°C. One notice the presence of a large eddy structure appro-
ximately 300 km wide. 
4. - Density spectrum of variance of the surf~ce temperature field 
for the same region (64 x 64 km2 ) in the Bay of Biscay obtained 
respectively from HCMR and AVHRR data. The direction bf analysis 
corresponds to that of the satellite track. 
5. - French oceanic regions: southern portion of the north sea 
(zone 1), the British Channel, the Celtic sea, and Bay of Biscay 
(zone 2), the north-western mediterranean (zone 3). 
6. - HCMM observations of the thermal effluent of the Rhine-Meuse-
Escaut system during the summer season. Significant offshose dif-
fusion on images (a), (b), (e) and (f) (A-A 0022-12470, 
A-A 0034-13110, A-A 0054-12470 and A-A 0055-02030), effluent 
abutting the coast on images (c) and (d) (A-A 0039-13050 and 
A-A 0044-12570). 
7. - HCMR observation A-A 0263-01320 of thermal effluent of the 











at 2 h TU). The southern position of the effluen't flo'"s toward the 
southewast forming a diffuse, wedge-shaped plume along the belgium ~ . 
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8. - Residual circulation in the southern position of the north 
sea, according to NIHOUL and RONDAY (1975). Stream lines in 
104 10 3/ s 1 
9. - Landsat image of 12 June 1975 showing the transport of 
sediment (clear shades) from the ~Ieuse-Escaut system toward the 
southwest along the belgian coast. 
10.- Value of the SIMPSON-HUNTER parameter, S, in the southern 
portion of the North Sea : (a) according to the model of PINGREE 
and GRIFFITHS (1978), and (b) according to the model of NIHOUL 
(1980). The S values greater than 2 correspond to a stratifield 
medium; value less than 1, to a homogeneous medium; and values 
of 1.5 to a system in transition where thermal fronts can be 
encountered. 
11.- Mean wind speed and direction on the surface in the southern 
position of the North Sea for the periods of (a) 8-31 May 1978, 
and (b) 1-20 June 1978. 
12.a - HCMM observation A-A 0121-13260 in the thermal infrared 
channel for 25 August 1978 at 13h26 TU. Tidal fronts at the 
entrance of the Manche. Relatively cold water at the shelf break 
and offshore of Brittany. 
12.b - HCMM observation A-A 0142-13190 in the thermal infrared 
channel for 15 September 1978 at 13h19 TU. Following a period of 
weak tidal coefficients, the band of cold water at shelf break and 
offshore Brittany is less distinct. 
12.c - HCMM observabion A-A 0148-13320 in the thermal infrared 
channel for 21 September 1978 at 13h31 TU. Tidal fronts at the 
entrance of the Manche, near Cape of Cornwalls, and between Ireland 
and England. Relatively cold water at the shelf break offshore of 
Brittany. Upwelling along the coast of Spain. 
12.d - HCMM observation A-A 0185-13180 in the thermal infrared 
channel for 28 October 1978 at 13h18 TU. Cooling on the continental 
shelf in the autumn season. Note the characteristic structure cor-
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12.e - HCMM observation A-A 0265-02090 in the thermal inf~ared 
channel for 14 January 1979 at 2h09 TU. Relatively war.m water at 
the limit of the continental shelf southeast of Brittany, in the 
Bay of Biscay along the coast of Spain. 
12.f - UCMM observation A-A 0307-01530 in the thermal infrared 
channel for 21 February 1979 at 1 h 53 TU. Note the band of cold 
water along the french coast. 
13.- Tidal fronts in the summer season at the entrance of the 
Manche and in the Celtic Sea as predicted by the models of (a) 
FEARNHEAD (1975) and (b) PINGREE and GRIFFITHS (1978). 
14·- Evolution of the tidal front position at the entrance of 
the British Channel during the period of May tln'ough September 
1978, deduced by HCMR observations. 
15.a - HCMM observation A-A 0076-01590 in the thermal infrared 
channel for 11 July 1978 at 1 h 59 TU. North Balearic front. Large 
scale eddies offshore of the african coast. 
15.b - HCMM observation A-A 0081-01510 in the thermal infrared 
channel for 16 July 1978 at Ih51 TU. Apart from the large scale 
eddies offshore of the Algerian coast, note the irregularity of 
the surface temperature field between Baleares and Sardinia. 
15.c - HCMM observation A-A 0086-01450 in the thermal infrared 
channel for 21 July 1978 at Ih45TU. Eddies forming along the 
Algerian coast and expanding toward the coast. 
15. d - HC~Ir.l observation A-A 0087 -02020 in the thermal infrared 
channel for 22 July 1978 at 2 h02TU. Coastal upwelling in the 
Gulf of Lion. 
15.e HCMM observation A-A 0108-01510 in the thermal infrared 
channel for 12 Augus,t 1978 at 2 h 02 TU. Coastal upwelling in the 
Gulf of Lion. Liguro-Provenqal Current. 
16.- Summer surface circulation in the Mediterranean, according 
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17.~ Seasonal positions of the North Balearic front during 
the summer of 1978. 
, ;sa , G4 
18.- LANDSAT image of September 1976. Upwellings in the Gulf 
of Lion. Coastal sediments entrained offshore and very much to 
the south in the case of the upwelling produced at the mouth of 
the Rhone. 
19.- Diagram illustrating the situation on 12 August 1978 • 
(Fig.1S.c). After driving various masses of cold upwelling ligurian 
water the progression of the current is intevrupted by a later , 
upwelling released near the Cape of Sicily. 
20.- Diurnal heating in the western Mediterranean (a) HCMM obser-
vation A-A 0038-12440 in the visible channel on 3 June 1978 at 
12h44 TU. Note bright patches (high reflectance) to tho coast and 
west of Corsica and Sardinia. (b) idem (a), but in the thermal 
infrared channel. Note the warmer water to the east and west of 
Corsica and Sardinia. (c) Day/night temperature difference from 
HCMM observations obtained on 3 June 1978 at IhSO TU (night) 
(A-A 0038-01500) and 12h44 TU (day). The darker shades correspond 
to cooler diurnal temperatures. Cd) Meteorological situation on 
3 June 1978 at 12h TU. 
21.- Diurnal heating in the North Sea. (a) HCMM observation 
A-A 0034-13120 in the thermal infrared channel on 30 May 1978 at 
13h 10 TU. Note the warm patch east of Scotland in the center of 
the dark (cold) field. (b) HCMt>1 observ,ation A-A 0035-02280 in 
the thermal infrared channel on 31 May 1978 at 2h30 TU. The warm 
patch has disappeared during the night. (c) Meteorological situa-
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Table 1 - Performances of the different radiometers on board the 
satellites 
VHRR/NOAA 
AVIIRR / TIROS-N 
NOAA-6 
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2. - Density spectrum of variance of the surface temperature field 
for the same region (64 x 64 km 2 ) in the nllY of Bisc':lY obtained 
from HCMR and VIIRR data. The dit~ection of anal.ysis corresponds to 
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4. - Density spectrum of variance of the surface temperature field 
for the same region (64 x 64 km 2 ) in the Bay of Biscay obtained 
respectively from IICMR and AVHRR data. The direction of analysis 
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(a) 18 may 78 , 2h30 TU 
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(b) : 30 may 78 , 13h11 TU 
6 . (a ) , (b) - HCl~ observations A- A 0022- 12470 (a) and A-A 0034-13110 (b) of 
the the.aral effl ent of the Rhine-~use-Escaut system during the stmtrer sea-
son . Si t offshor e diffusion . 
Oi"IGIN [PAG 
A A 0 ITE PHOTOGRAP~ 
(e) 4 june 78 , 13h05 TU (d) 9 june 78 , 12h5 7 TU 
6 . (e) , (d) - HCMM observations A-A 0039-13050 (e) and A-A 0044- 12570 (d) of 
the the.mal effluent of the Rhine-Meuse-Escaut system during the sumner sea-
son. Effluent abutting the coast. 
o , I 
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(e) 19 june 78 , 12h47 TU 
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(f) 20 june 78 , 2h03 TU 
6 . (e) , (f) - HCMM observations A-A 0054-12470 (e) and A-A 0055-02030 (f) of 
the therrral effluent of the Rhine-~use-Escaut system during the surmer sea-
son . Significant offshore diffusion . 
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11.- Mean wind speed and direction on the surface in the southern 
position of the North Sea for the periods of (a) 8-31 May ~978, 
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13.- Tidal fronts in the summer season at the entrance of 
Manche and in the Celtic Sea as predicted by the models of 
FEARNIIEAD (1975) and (b) PINGREE and GRIFFITHS (1978). 
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14. - Evolution of the tidal front position nt the entl'<.mce of 
the British Channel during the period of f.1ay through September 
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19·- Diagram illuscrating the situation on 12 August 1978 
(Fig.1S.c). After driving various masses of cold upwelling liguriai 
water the prng~ession of the current is interrupted by a later 
upwelling released near the Cape of Sicily. 
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\ 
ABS'fRACT 
Satellite Infrared dala have been used to invesligale Ihe mesoscale varillbility of the SST (sea surface 
temperature) field. A sialistical analy~is of the SST field has been performed by means ot' the siructure 
fUnclion, Results Give the equivulent power.law elCponent n of the 5fiMIai variance den'Uy spectrum 
E(k) - k*". The exponent 1/ was found to vary from 1.510 2.3 with a mean value of 1,8 in Ihe ranle of 
scales 3-100 km which Is In allreemenl with previous one·dimensional analysis from shipborne and air-
borne measurements, Th!!se observed values of" are discussed and compared with the v:~lues predlclel! 
by turbulence theorifl5. 
1. Introd,-(Uon 
Present-day satellite infrared radiometers permit 
the determination of the mesoscale SST (sea surface 
temperature) field on an operational basis thanks to 
their improved radiometric performances, which 
typically are of a few tenths of °C for a nadir resolu-
tion of 1 km'1, This gives a potential tool fOI' a sys-
tematic investigation of mesoscale thermal features 
such as thermal fronts, eddies and plumes which 
have been already observed and studied by means of 
IR pictures or derived SST maps. In addition to these 
observable features, a part of the SST field must 
be considered as random and containing some other 
information which can only be retrieved by a statis-
tical analysis-e.g., the spectral density of variance. 
Attempts to compute the spatial spectrum of the 
SST have previollsly been made by McLeish (1970), 
Sau"nders (1972a) and Holladay and O'Brien (1975), 
from airborne infrared measurements along an air-
craft track. Examples of mesoscale spectra have also 
been determined from shipborne measurements 
(Voorhis and Pel'kins, 1966; Fieux et al., 1978). 
Satellite observations give a unique opportunity to 
investigate the mesoscale variability of the SST field, 
down to scales of 1 km, at any given time, with a 
frequency which is limited only by the cloud cover. 
In the present study, we intend to demonstrate the 
feasability of using satellite data to obtain statistical 
parameters of the mesoscale SST field. 
2. Statistical analysis of the SST field 
Studies of the variability of the temperature (or 
any scalar) field usually make extensive usc of spec-
0022·36701811060864-07505,7 S 
<0 1981 American Meteorological Society 
tr~l methods. i,e q the computation of the density 
spectrum of the scalar varianc~ by means of Fourier 
transformation or autocorrelation function, to obtain 
a typical power law which characterizes the vari-
ability of the temperature field and which can be 
related to turbulence theories. In the present study, 
the structure function has been employed in order to 
more accurately determine the power-law exponent 
in the presence of the large noise level found in 
satellite infrared data. 
a. Structure jimctioll 
If the SST field is considered as being a,n.Jsotropic 
random process with homogeneous increments (at 
least locally), the structure function can be com-
puted as 
Drr(ll) = !6[T(.\" + /r) - T(.\")]~, (I) 
where T(x) is the temperature at .\", " the spatial 
sctlle, and an overbar denotes an average operator. 
In th~ following, k denotes the wavenumber of the 
form k = It-I. 
The main advantage of the structure function D(h) 
when compared with the spectrum of the variance 
denSity E(k) or with the autocorrelation function 
B (It) is that its experimental determination is more 
a<;:curate and much less affected by random varia-
tions because only increments are taken into account 
(Panchev I (971), An example is given in Fig. 1 where 
both ET(k) and Drr(h) have been computed and are 
shown for the same sample of the SST field, meas-
ured by the AVHRR (Advanced Very High-Resolu-
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Flo. 1. Comparison between the (a) density of temperature 
variance er(k) and (b) the structUre function DTT(I,), computed 
from A VHRR data. 17 July 1979. ov"r the .Bay of Biscay 
(4S"30'N, 4°30/W). The dashed line (",Iicates the radiometer 
noise level. 
satellite. This example shows clearly that the struc-
ture function is more regular than the spectrum, 
allowing an easier determination of the characteristic 
parameters, e,g., the power-law exponent given by 
the slope when using logarithmic coordinates. 
.-
b. Interpretation of the structure function 
I 
The structure function D(h) represents the statis-
tical influence of a point upon other points at distance 
h. For a homogeneous and isotropic random proc-
ess, D(Ii) and BUI) are linked by 
D(h) = [B(O) - B(h)]. (2) 
As B(I,) and E(k) are the Fourier transformations 
of each other, D(II) may thus be related to E(k) 
(Panchev, 1971): 
D(I,) - r (1 - cos21fkh)E(k)dk, (3) 
for a one-dimensional analysis. 
In the inertial ranae, the spel!trum is usually char-
acterized by 
(4) 
From (3), it can be shown that the structure function 
roay then be written as 
D(II> ,.,. "-", (5) 
wher,\ 
fI·p+l (6) 
when" > I in order, to respect th<: convergence of 
the integral (3) at small scales. The exponentn of the 
spectral density thus can be alternately detel'mined 
from the structure function using (6), if the field under 
study is homogeneous. 
Two kinds of error may affect the satellite-based 
determination of .the SST field-instrumental data 
noise and atmospheric effects. 
Although the structure function has the advantage 
of being much more regular than the spectrum, the 
study of the structure function and of its shape is 
generally limited by the noise level at the smallest 
scales. This effect is illustrated in Fig. lb, where • 
the observed slope giVing the power law exponent 
of the structure function decreases from -1 at large 
scales to zero at the smallest scales, 
In the particular case of random fluctuations due 
to an instrumental white noise, both the spectral 
density and the structure function reduce to con-
stants E" and D", with Ell = O",.tkll , Dn = O"n! where 
0"" is the noise variance and ko the upper wavenum-
ber limit of the spectral analysis. This noise con-
stant adds to the actual structure function of the 
SST, which restricts the exponent determination at 
the largest scales where the norse constant may be 
neglected [D'I ~ D(h »). When necessary, a suitable 
spatial smoothing inay reduce the noise, with a cor~ 
responding degradation of the ground resolution. 
Smoothing also introduces a bias in the determina-
. tion of the structure function. If Df'(/') is the struc-
ture function of the smopthedfield, and Q is the 
convolution square of the smoothing function F it 
may be shown (Matberon, 1970), that 
Df'(I,) = D ... Q - A, (7) 




A = _>0 D(II)Q(II)dll. (8) 
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When F is the spatial a verllae in a square of side a I 
A • D«(l)/3 for p • I. As with the noise constant, 
the influence of the bias introduced by smoothina 
rapidly decreases when II increases, and is less than 
10% at" > 30. Above this scale, the Influence of 
smoothin" can then be ue"lected [A <C D(h )]. 
The atmospheric transmittance 1. in the 10.5-12.5 
J,Lm channel generally used on satellites, mainly. de-
pends Oil the atmospheric water Vaf')or content land 
typically varies between 0.9 and 0.3 (Kneizys el al •• 
1980). The radiomeuic temperature Til measured 
from space must thus be expressed as 
Tn .. TTli' + (l - 1)T," (9) 
where Til' is the water temperature and Ttl an ap-
propriate mean air temperature. From (9) It is ob-
vious that the structure function compur~d from 
satellite data depends not only on the variations of 
TI\" but also of T" and 1'. Atmospheric variabilhy 
aenerally is assumed to be at larger scales than 
oceanic variability. so that atmospheric fluctuations 
could be neslected at scales < lOO km. Neverthe-
less, the satellite deternlination of the structure func-
don mayan some occasions be partially contami-
nated by air temperature and water vapor variations, 
but it is very unlikely that this would occur over 
the open sea where it ,can be assumed tt,at atmos-
pheric parameters are stable within the scale range. 
A further study involving satellite and surface meas-
urements along the same track wouldl have been 
necessary in order to resolve this problem. Assum-
ing a constant atmosphere, 
TJJ(.I; + I,) - To(,I;) = 1'[TII'('~ + II) - TI\'(.\·)] (10) 
DTnTnllll = 1'~DT'1 Til (II), (11) 
where the influence of the atmosphere affects only 
the determination of th-1 structure function ampli~ 
tude, and not the determination of the power-law 
exponentp. Because the atmospheric transmittance 
cannot be 'accurately determined over the oceans, 
only one parameter of the structure function can be 
determined from a satellite: this is the power-Jaw 
exponent p obtained from the slope of the curve in a 
lOS-log plot. 
The hypothesis of the homogeneity of the random 
field must be verified, otherwise erroneous deter-
minations of the exponent could be obtained. For 
example, a frontal zone would have a spectrum Er(k) 
- k .2, but Dn<h) - hZ, Since these exponents are 
close to the physically expected values, it is neces-
sary to carefully check the homogeneity of the SST 
field and to remove the existing trend if n~cessary. 
When the mean horizontal SST gradient oTlo.r. is 
small, it is sufficient to tak~ 
(oTlo.r.)2IJ:4 D(h) (12) 
over the-study range of scales; otherwise, the stand-
ard procedures must be applied to detrend the data. 
\ 
TAILS I. Radiometer performances of'the S"lelllte 
experiment. used In Ihls Jtudy. 
Oround ruolutlon 












The results of two Independent but complementary 
studies are h~reby presented. The first study deals 
with data obtained from the VHRR (Very High-Res-
olution Radiometer) on board NOAA-S, and was 
limited to th~ mnge of scales 40-l00 km because of 
the larae level of instrumental noise. The improved 
radiometric performances of the HCMM (Heat 
Capacity Mapping Mission) data,-i.e., a nadir res-
olution of O.S km and NEDT ;:: 0.3 K (see Table l) 
-allowed us to extend the study down to scales of 
3 km. The visible channel was used to select cloud-
free study areas in the northeastern Atlantic Ocean 
and the Mediterraop,an Sea. Only areas in which no 
large-scale specific features were viewed on fully 
enhanced images were considered homogeneous and 
used in this study. 
Locations are shown in Fig. 2 and dates are given 
in Table 2. At each location. the one-dimensional 
structure functions were clJmputed in four directions, 
o :0 0 (across the satellite track, i. e. I approximately 
east to west). rr/4, rr/2 (a\ong the satellite trtlck) 
and 3rr/4. 
Exnmples ofth~ ~omputed structure functions are 
given .In FiS. 3 for.VHRR/NOAA-S and ill FiS. 4 for 
HCMM. The retJults generally show that the SST 
field is not exactly isotropic. Nevertheless, the struc-
ture functions, if not equal, are roughly earallel on 
a log-log plot, so that the anisotropy is confined 
in the amplitud~ A(O), i.e., 
Drr(O, Ir) = A(O)IrP (13) 
but the slope p remains very nearly isotropic. 
Values of p from O.S to 1.3 have been observed in 
this study with an estimated accuracy of -0.1. Using 
VHRRlNOAA-S data, 44 estimations ofp were made 
in the range of scales 40-l00 km, and HCMM data 
were used to make 37 estimations in the range of 
scales 3-30 km. The corresponding histograms of 
the observed p are given in Figs. Sa and Sb. The 
most frequent values are 0.9-1.0 and the mean val-
ues are 0.8 (3-30 km) and 0.9 (40-l00 km) with a 
st'andard deviation of -0.2. About 90% of the ob-
served values are distributed. between 0.5 and 1.1. 
The results correspond to a mean value of the power-
law exponent of the spectrum n of i.8 in the wave-
number range 0.01-Q.3 km-'. 
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Flo. 2. OeoKraphicallocations of the dltli:rent stuuy areas ror HC~(M uilla (lrillnile:J) and VHRR dala (circles). I j 
The amplitude of the structure functions ·v.a-!.!d (Fieu~ /!t ~/., 1978), or from airborne measureMents I 
~- from IO-~ to to-I eC)~ at " .. 40 km. Even after (Saunders, 19na), for the one-dimensional tempem- j I - spatial smoothing, it was noted that the noise level lure spectra (See Table 3). HDlItlchW'iifip O'Brif<H j 1 tended to slightly reduce the estimated values of p (1975) :lltcmpted to reconstruct the two-dimensional ~ because the structure function of thl: noise is a con- SST field from the tracks of the aircraft survey and 
stant (p i;T 0). This is particularly true when the found 1/ 1:111 3 for the isotropic pan of the two-dimen- i noise level (5 X 10-3 (OC)~ for the HCMM dnta, 3 
x 10-2 (0C)II for the YHRR/NOAA-5 after smooth-
I 
~ ings) is of the same order as the structure function T ABUt 2. Summary o( the different areu:! siudieu. ~ (see Fig. 1). Whenever possible. the estimates ot' p I 
I were cor!'ected for this effect, but the effect eQuid Experi. 
! partly explain the lowest values of p, Area Date Location mene 
On the other hand. a mean horizontal th~rmal 
Eastern 19 Mar 1978 33"OO'N,28·00'E VHRR gradient would give D(/I> - ,,~, The areas studied Mediterranean 0' May 1978 J4'OO'N, '5°00'E VHRR 1 
were c:'lrefully selected to avoid the existence of S '~. 01 May 1978 33"OO'N,29"OO'£ VlfRR 'l 
thermal gradients which would increase the estimate 14 May 1978 33'30
'
N,28'30'£ VHRR 1 
of p toward larger valuesi nevertheless some in- 17 May 1978 33'30I N.26'00'E VHRR 
j ftuence on the data could remain. Both of these cf- Western 29 Sep 1977 "1"OO'N,04"OO'£ VHRR fects, noise le\'cl and horizontal thermal gradients, Mediterranean 29 May 1978 39"O,'N, 07'I!I'£ HCMM could partly but not totally explain. the spread of the Sea 29 May 1978 40"O,IN,06'S5'£ HCMM 
results around the mean value, between 0.5 and 1.3, 11 lui 1978 38'55'N,04'50'£ HCMM 
which remains signific:allt, Thel'e is no evidence of H luI 1978 .. l
o
,,'N.06''''1; HCMM I 261ull978 39"2i)'N,06'15'£ HCM~' correlation between th(\ estimates of p and the cor- 211 Jul1978 J8'15/N,03'45'£ HCMM 
1 
responding geographical locations or seasons but, 211 Jull97S 38'35'N,05"05'£ HCMM ~ " nevenheless, we would guess that it is probably 211 Jull978 37"40'N. 07~5'E HCMM 
nec~;ssary to involve physical processes in the ex- 14 AUII978 38'30'N,03'00'£ VHRR J 14 Sep 1978 40'25'N' 06"30'£ HCMM planation of the observed p values. 14 Sep 1978 4O"35'N' 11''''£ _ HCMM 
14 Sep 1978 41"40'N,06·45'£ HCMM 
4. Ol!:cussion Nqnheutern II Sep 1977 46"OO'N.06'30/W VHRR 
Using (6) and'the results from this structure func- AtJantic Ocean 14 Sep 1977 4SOOO'N,07'OO'W VHRR. 06 Jan 1978 "6'30
'
N. 09'00'W VHRR 
tion analysis, we obtain a spectral density power 10 May 1978 46"OO/N. OS"OO/W VHRR 
exponent with a range of 1,5 < " < 2,3. This agrees II May 1978 45'IS'N. Q4°40'W HCMM 
fairly well with the previous results reponed by sev· 11 May 1978 38"35'N, II'''''W HCMM 
eml authors either from shipbome measurements 18 IUn 19711 "6"OO'N. OS'35'W HCMM 
~ -l /( 
J 
! 
, 1 , -
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Fla.l. Example oCstructurdunctions computed from VHRR dala. 
,~onal spectrum. which probably is an overestima-
tion of the value due to the smoothing of high wave-
numbers produced by the SST mapping procedure. 
The experimental values, I.S < If < 2.3, must be 
compared with those siven by turbulence the()ries. 
All of the theories assume the existence of an in-
ertial range, i.e., that the considered sc::ales are fnr 
from the energy sink and source scales. It is not 
evident that the range of scales 3-100 km in the 
oc::elln is an inertial one. The scnles of input and 
sink of energy remain puzzling (see a review in 
Rhines (1977) or Woods (1977)]. The flnal energy dis-
sipation occurs at molecular scales but larger scali!s 
playa role via internal and surface wave breaking. 
These waves may also generate motion at largel 
. scales via non linear processes (Hasselman, 1971). 
The interactions between internal waves and meso-
scale eddies are uncertain. Muller (1974) predicts 
that i!1temal waves gain energy from eddies~ While 
the critical-layer absorption theory of Ruddick (1980) 
suglests the opposite. The typical scal~s of internal 
waves are to the lower limit of the studied range 
and interactions may occur. 
Input of kinetic energy relnted to wind is found at 
scales of the same order as the wind waves (100 m), 
and the meteorological systems (1000 km or more), 
Energy inflow due to thermodynamic forcing is found 
at even large scales. All of these scales are one or 
two orders of magnitude smaller or greater than those 
studied. At some locations; interior processes such 
as baroclinic instability may also play an important 
role in converting energy through nonlinear mech-
anisms. Tpe scales of these phenomena are on the 
order of one to six times the internal radius of defor-
mation, depending on the physics of the problem. 
This radius is of approximately 50 km in the open 
ocean and 7 km in the Mediterranean sea. If these 
physical proc::csscs arc of Im.,ortance In the area 
studied, the 3-100 km rnnseJs not an inertial one. 
In fact, we cannot specifically delermin~ whether 
or not the 3-100 km ranle Is an Inerdal one from 
our obserl'ation:s: by lookin. at Fla. 3 and 4, one 
can notice that the structure functions do not ex-
hibit nny peak characterizina a very ener.,etic scale 
In the range we deal w.ith. but this may only mean 
that the eneraY inplUs are from outside the studied 
ranse. 
, In the ranle of scales 3-100 km, horizont'll scales 
I1re hl'lger thun vertical ones, and the observed vari-
ability may be considered a quasi two-dimensional 
process. Therefore the observations can be related 
to the n values predicted by the theories of two-
dimension",.! !,l!rt,ulence (Kraichnan, 1971) Ilnd of 
leostrophic turbulence in the atmosphere (Charney, 
1971), These theories take lnlo account either the 
conservation of eneriY and of ens trophy (half of the 
mean square of the vorticity) In the case of Kraich· 
nan's theory, or tht conservation of energy and of 
the pseudo-potential ens trophy (Chamey)~ Both of 
these theories 8lJree when predictin" the power law 
of the kinetic energy spectrum: E,,(k) .... k-'J, But 
the relations between current and temperature are 
not obvious and the different mechanisms involved 
le~;d to drastically different theoretical power laws 
for the temperature variance spectrum. Kraichna~'s 
theory, considering that temperature is a passive 
contaminant implie$ that Er(k) only depfmds on k 
and on the dissipation rates of enstrophy and tem-
perature variance. Then, from a dimensional analy .. 
sis, E1{k) must follow a k- I pow,r law. Charney 
made use of the perfect gas law and of the hydro-
static relation to compute a relation between the 
temperature and the strenmfuncdon and he found the 
same law' for E7(k) as for E/i(k), i.e .. E.,(k) -- E/i(k) 
,1 
.05 
SCALE in Icm 
Flo. 4. Example of structure functions computed from HCMM data. 
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.... k-3• Also, tlSSUmlnl Eh(k) - k-:J. Saunders (l972b) 
deduced a temperature variance spectrum E.,{k) 
- k-$, by the use of the thermal wind equntlon. 
These examples demonstrate how results may be 
very different nccordlns to various vlJlhors. In this 
study, the mean observed value of :.8 for n is far 
from the aSseSSfflent (" .. 5) made by Saunders but 
fulls between the Kraichnan and Charney predic-
tions (" .. 1 and 3). This discrepancy may be duc to 
the fact that the conditions of the theories have not 
been fully met and namely that the study ranse Is 
not an Inertial one. 
Three-dimensionlll theories of turbulence (Kolmo-
sorov, 194 t; Bol11iano. 1962) or space-time variabil· 
Ity theories of internal waVes (Garrett and Munk, 
1972, (975) report values of" close to those found 
in our study (1.7, 1.4 and 2, respectively). but the 
physical basis of their hypothesis can hardly be ex-
tended to the mesoscale range. 
We may "Iso notice that several experimental 
studies of air temperature variability mention values 
of" in agreement with our study at similar range 
of scales (IOO ... lOOO km). Sec reviews by Gage (1979) 
and Panchev (1971). Some of these results are ob-
tained by using spectral analysis on time-series datil 
and equlvalelit wave numbers are computed by using 
Taylor's relation. As the validity of this relation is 
dubious for such scale::!, these time-series. results 
must be viewed skeptically. But as for the oceano-
graphic observations. there is no atmospheric theory 
to explain the observed results. 
In summary, the power law exponent n of the 
spectral temperature variance observed in the raobe 
of scales 3-100 km is nearly 2. This is very dis-
cordant with the values predicted by turbulence the-
ories which are widely spread around this val.ue. 
Results and conclusions from the present study are 
very similar to the experimental results published 
by Saunders (1972a) nearly a decade ago but it is 
emphasized that further advanced theories are still 
needed in order to explain the experimental deter-
mination of the mesoscale SST ' .. ariability. 
i 
I 








flOWEII! LA"'" IXfIONINT P 
" Flo. S. HI,!ogrnms nf the ob.erv!!d velues of the power· law 
e:<poncol p of lh~ strul!ture Cunc:ion In thQ rani!! of scales (al 
40..,. 100 km and (b) 3-30 km. 
S. Conclusion 
This study has proven th.at it is fellsible to es-
timate the random properties of the SST field in the 
mesoscale range 3-100 km from satellite infrared 
data. As compared with previous analysis of ship-' 
borne and airborne observations, the Use of sate!-
TAIL!! 3. Summary of observed mesoscale SST vMiabUlty. 
Ran,_ of 
• !\uthon scales (km) Power-law exponent II Comments 
Saunden (1972) 3-100 2.2:!: 0.1 one·dlmenslonal, 5urfllce temperature, 
airborne Infrared sc;nsor 
HoUaday Ilnd O'Brien (197,) 3-20 3 two-dimenslQnal, SST maps from 
lire raft surveys 
Fieux I!t al. (1978) 1-64 2 ' one·dlmenslonlll, surface temperature, 
ship-towed Sf nsors 
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lite datil allowed us to ptrform more systematic 
study I incluclin" the isotropy of the SST field. Using 
the structure function, the power.law eXPQllent " 
of the SST field variance density spectnlm can be 
retrieved with good accuracy (=0,1). A mean value 
of 1.8 nnd tl standard deviation "r 0.2 have been 
found in the range of scales 3-100 km, and extreme 
values of 1.5 Ilnd 2.3 have been observed. 
The results "Ive rise to lSevernl questions: I) Is the 
rangc of scales 3-100 km an inertial one'? 2) lf yes .. 
is there any turbulence theory which would explain 
the spectrum power law observed? 3) ICnot, a~ which 
scales are the Inputs of energy and to whichproc-
esses are they related? At the present time, further 
investigations, both theoretical and experimental. 
are needed to interpret the physical mechanisms and 
parameters involved in the mesoscale variability of 
the SST field, 
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Day-night Burface temperatura differences measured in tha infr~~ed 
(10.5-12.5 ~m channel) by the HCMM satellite eXperiment frequently ~hCVl !arg~ 
diurnal heating (several ne) of the upper layer of the ocean during Bummer months 
in tho Mediterranean Sen, W~'~iJn the wind speed is low. When observed 11\ 'ehe 0.5-
1.1 \.1m channel, glitter reflectance .. i.e" direct solar rad;tation spocu3.arly 
reflected to\lJ.!1rda the sensor - correlates with diurnal heating. Glitter raflec-
tance has been modeled to retieve an equivalent wind speed; and observed diur-
nal haatinS$, AT, rapidly decrease from their maximum value of abcut 5 °c as the 
wind speed, U, increases. A mean diurnal heating of nearly 1 °C is calculat~d 
for the marine coastal araas of southern ~rance in Bummer time. During this 
period, satellite observations should be restricted to n1sht and Gorly morning 
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Ii. $*$ ... 
A d~ily varitltio" ~J\ tlil.\ t~lnpE!r~1tUl'e of the surfaca layer of t:h~ ocaans 
is known to be prodtlc~rl tty 1~:!.uN~el hm.'li'.1ntt dUB ':0 abBorbed selar radiation. The 
ampll tUde of the daily tG;INlel'~tur!! vaL'laUen is usually small because of tur-
bulent mbilll which ullIl.Ja.lly pl'tivl:d.,h ovel' the m(Jlacular thermal diffusivi ty. 
A solar 1rradianoo of '1000 W,m"21 wrHI'I'1 abtorbed in a mixed layer of 10 m, would 
0.5 °c. If tho turbul.1n'l~ mixing ls J'tlduCQQ and the mi)(ed layer is less thc'!ln 1 m 
thick a hSc'!Iting rata of " /)C pOl" 1I0ut' m~y be expected and daily variations of 
several °c shOUld be Ob$~rvad. With th~ uxcepti~n of very shallOW waters, large 
diurnal surface temp~,t'~tUl.·{!i vari~tiel'lB ii'l open (lOeanS correESpond to low wind 
aurface wind stress. 
" 
from a theors t;i4~a.l simulat.ton of radiat:lv8 and heat transfer in the upper 
ocean layer, HASSE t1D~1) pr9dict~d th~L the deViation of the sea surface 
temperature C SST) T or rom tne uLd.:" tS'1:pere cure T'l 0 taken at 10 meter depth shOUld 
vary as : 
T - T • C~ Q U~1 




whet'e Q is the solar il'radia~ca I U 1 the ~<Jind sptaed. I!Snd C2 • 3.5 10 when Q 
-2 "'1 is expressed in W.m , U 1n m.a • A~cor~ing to HASSE, Eq. (1) is only Vl!Slid for 
-1 U ~ 2 m.s , but the evlclal1ca th~t the SST diur,al variations increase \lJhen U 
de'creases is supported t!lY several obs8rv~tions : RONER (1969), STDMNEL at al 
('t970) occasionaly found diurnal varil!lticms of nore than 1 °e at very low wind 
""1 speeds - i.e. for U < '2 m.s .. These obaervotic.,s were nevertheless restricted 
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SlltelH te in-Pt"ered r.!!diomatal's offar the opportunity to mora sys tama-
tically inv9stigat3 eucn 1.!!ri9 diurnal vari.!!tions of tha SST. The f1fet satal-
1i te experiment too Ju'ovida ~daqtJ.!!ta capability for th1s purp08e W.!!s the HCMR 
CHe.!!t Capacity l"IBpping Radiomlllter) experimant l.!!unched in late April 76 with 
an improved temperatura resolution (0.3 °C) and a nearly noon overpass. Results 
from this experiment ~re hereby rapcrted in order (i) to invBstigate large di-
urnal SST variations at low wind speeds (1i) to give an assessment of the rela-
tive frequoncy of such an event and its impact on the ciatarmination IJf the SST 
field in such areaG as tha Maditarranean Ssa whera diurnal heating is frequent. 
II - OBSERVATIONS OF DIURNAL HEATING FROM HCMR SATELLITE DATA 
I!-" - The HCNR. 8~eeriment 
Tho basic cbject:!.'Je of the HCMR experiment is the measurement of vari-
ations of thD sarth SUrfaQ9 t~mperature for applications to earth resources 
(geology, hydrology ••. ). For this purpose. the satellite is sun-synchronous 
and croases the equator at about 2 a.m and 2 p.m local time so that surface 
temperature data ara obtained close to the minimum and the maximum of the diur-
nal vai'i/!!tion. Satolli ttl 131 tHude is 620 km. and orbit inclination is 98.87 0 • 
fhe HCMR consists of a twa-channel scanning/imaging radiometer, with a 0.5-1.1 ~m 
spectral bandwith in the Visible and 10.5-12.5 ~m in the thermal infrared. 5i-
mil~r channels have been ueed on previous meteorological satellites. but the 
interests of the HCMR experiment are (i) a large improvBl1ent of the radiometric 
performances in the thermal inf~ared channel for Which the temperature resolu-
tion is 0.3 °c and the nadir ground resolution is SOO m as oompared with 0.5 to 
" °c and 'I km for the previous VHRR/NOAA satellites. (ii) tl'WI new ease with 
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night at 12 or 36 hour interv~lB;' The HCMR experiment was originally designe!': 
to produce thermal inerti~ d~ta for soil and geology applic~tions but the vel'Y 
good performances of HCMR araalso suit~ble for oce~nogrephi\:; studies. Oete 
were received from NASA CNetionel Administr~tion for Spaoe RBBB~rch) through n~ 
investig~tion concerned with see surf~ce temper~tures of the co~stal zones of 
Fr~nce • 
Avail(5b16 HCMR data ~re photogr~phic or digital products COVering ~ 
700 x 700 km square scene. The following information is displayed: 
t1) d:tffuse surface albedo or reflect~nce in the Visible channal (day only), 
(2) ~urfa~G tamperature from the infr~red channel, 
(3) surf~ce temperatLlre difference between di!lY ~nd night, 
(4) the~'mal inertia, which was not: used in the present stUdy. About JODD SCfmsSo 
covering the coastal zones of Fr~nce Were received during the M~y 1978 - May 3979 
period. Examples of the photographic products are given for two ~reas in ths 
Western Mediterranean Sea (Fig. 1) and in the North Sea (Fig. 2)) where large 
diurnal variations of the SST were observed. 
11-1 - Diurnal heating and glitter (sun glint) patterns 
A large nUmber of the data received for the Mediterr~nean Sea during 
May, June. and July of 1978 exhibited very interesting and concordant featurea 
in both the Visible ~nd the infrared channels, as shown in Fig. 1 between the 
Island of Corsica and the Southern coast of France, and also close to the east 
coasts of Corsica and Sardinia. Warmer areas in the thermal channel are asso-
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The observed brightness changes in the visible are identifiad os glitter 
or sunglint patterns - i.e. specular reflexion of direct splar radiation by the 
, , , 
wavy sea surface. DUring the concerned time period around the summar solstice, 
the observation angle of the HCMR imagery was very close to the angle of the 
specUlar refle~ion of direct solar radiation in the western part of the soenes. 
This favors the observation of glitter patterns. Glitter sener~lly increases 
when the wind decreases and the sea surface becomes calmer and more specular. 
The surface exhibits :s maximum brightness when the observation angle is close 
to that of the specular reflexion of solar radiation : a homogeneous bright 
area is thus noted in the south-west part of Fig. 1-a. For very calm soas. tho 
surface reflexion becomes nearly specular, and a brightness decrease· may be 
observed, because it is very unlikely that the observation angle be strictly in 
line with the specular reflexion. 80th processes are present in the northwest 
part of Fig. 1-a, where bright and dark areas respectiv~ly correspond to weak 
and nul wind speeds. The fact that smoothing of the surface could produce either 
an increase or a decrease of the glitter brightness Was previously mentionned 
by LA VIOLETTE et al (1980). A physical and detailed description is given in the 
Appendix, to aid in a further quantitative analysis of the data. The dark pat-
terns in a mean bright glitter can thus be clearly interpreted as nul wind and 
calm sea areas, which obviously favour greater diurnal heating of the upper 
layer of the ocean because the heat transfer to deeper ocean layers is limitsd 
by reduced turbulent mixing and thermal diffusivity. 
II-3 - Metecrological observations 
Evidence of a large diurnal heating corresponding to low wind speed 
conditions is also given by correlative meteorological observations. Surface 
observations are presented in Fig. 1-b for the case of the Mediterranean Sea, 
u 
n ~ 






and in Fig. 2-c for another case fpund in the North Sea where, due to higher t1 
latitudes, glitter is almost always unobservable. On Fig. 2-a a large wa_rm __ ..... __ ~uL..4 
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spot was detectFld by ~ICMR in thr. CT.lddlr:: of the North Sael which WelB cotncidant 
wi th the center of elli anticyclone high wh(irE'l nul wind speed WelB reported. Warmer 
elr&elS observed in the ~'8di t:e.\"'l:aMan :Jaa on fiG. 1-b eire ellso oo!:ncident with 
low or nul wind spaed~, but tho oouC:!:vecJ \'1.tnd field 1s much more complicated 
beceluse moat of the repcrting cweat~l w~elther steltions eire elffected by some 
breeze affects Which 6I'e $upsrimpomoci UPOI' an elnticyclone high. Cloudfrae 
1/ 
aelta1l1te SST obSerVeltil;)na era fl"equrmtly ~r;quired during similar elnticyclonio 
s1 tuations with modereltE' wind speeds. It muat be outlined thelt selte1l1 te est!- 11 
meltions of SST may thul;\ bEl systlimat:l.~:"lly affected by diurnell heelting, and a 
tentative steltement of th1g is diecuHsBd ~n section III-4. 
I:!:~4 - Dely-Night obseryatit1D.!! 
At leelst in the upper layers \ hoat loss during the night very relpidly 
destroys moat of the d~.urn&!:'ll heating, 'I\·h1ch was I=roduced during dely Ulne. EVi-
dence of a diurnal heating may thus bel found from eI comparative analysis of 
two successive day ar'd n:i.ght obscrv~rc:! Cin~ at 12 I"our intervals. For the two 
cases given in Fig. 1-b and ~-a) thM correspondi~g night observations (Figs. 1-c 
and 2-b) show a much mo~'£ c(Jnsterl't S::iT Hals and the warmer features noted du-
ring day time disappear. 
Figure 1-d gi v£:\s the result r.l'F \;'h~1 computed day-nigt'lt temperature di f-
ferences after the proper calibration ~lgodthms have been applied by NASA. 
These differences present, the advantl3g~ OT being independent of the mean mesos-
cale SST fiB ld and allow e:nhancement o'P the diurnal heating, which again clo-
sely correlates with glittSl' patterns in the visJ,ble channel. Day-night tempe-
rature differences ar~ used in the following for a more quantitative analysis 
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III "' OEPENDI:NCE OF OIUR~li\l. HeATING ON SEA STATE ANO WINO SPEED ......-..--~ ~ '"" ..... -----
The observF.!u diurnal haatin,~\ He're further quantified by eH'lalysis to 
derive their relllt:i.onahip with 'the sea statQ and th~ wind speed. Oay-night 
temperature difference,s \'Jero cClrrGlated to the reflectance of the 0.5-1.1 pm 
channel. This reflectl,nce, rno!ltly due to sun glitter, is related to the surface 
slope variance and to a mean wind speed uaing the statistical model ~ cox 
and MUNK ( 19 54 ) • 
III-1 - Diurnal heating end glitter reflectance 
~------.~---------------------~ 
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June 3, 1978.l1 
" 
. 
tiona - show patterns similar to the glittBr patterns (Fig. 1-a), on 
Fig. 3 gives the result of the correlation obtained when the diurnal heating, 
~T, is plotted as a fUnction of tha glitter reflectance, Pg, in a small study 







rapidly decreases when Pg increases. To further interpret that fact, Pg has to ~ 
be related to the wind speed, or more exactly to the statistics of surface slopes. 1\ \. 
Using the otatistical distribution of surface slopes from COX and MUNK 
(1955), a model was ~evelopped to relate the glitter reflectance to the wind 
speed. This model is detailed in the Appendix. Results indicate that P g cOLlld 
ei ther increase or decrease with \I/ind speed : P g presents a maximum value for 
a given wind speed value, both of which depend on solar and observation angles 
through 0 (tg 0 is the surface slope allowing specular reflection toward the 
n n 
sensor). Fig. 4 gives the relationship between'p and the wind speed, U, for g 
















fi ~ h !. 
~T • f(P g). In this case Pg increeses repidlY at the lower wind speeds and then ~ 
is rather constant for U > 3 m.s-1 so that U can be estimated with a good accura- !, 
-1 !~ 
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wind speed range. It should allo be noted that Pg is physically linkod to the 
surface slope variance, and only statistically to the wind speed. Local anomaliaB 
may thus occurs, in particular when the fetch of the wind oVer the sea is va-
riable. ~eeping precautions in mind these, we may now transform ATCP g) into 
ATCU) which is given in Fig. 5. 
111-2 - Oiurnal heating and the wind speea 
The first point to be noted on Fig. 5, which gives the diurnal heating 
as a fUnction of the wind speed, is that AT rapidly decreases from several °c 
-1 to 1 °c when U increaseD up to 2 m.s • The scatter of observations AT(U) on 
Fig. 5 is remarkably less than AT(p g) on Fig. 3, because the variations of Pg 
with changes of cbservation anglss within the study araa have been eliminated. 
A fit of ~T(U) on Fig. 5 would give : 
-1 ~T • 0.4 U + 0.5 (2) 
C~n °c for U in m.s-1 ) 
Some uncertainties related to the mode·1 PgCU) have previously been outlined. 
Additional errors may be due to ,armospheric effects on the measured radiances. 
An aerosol atmospheric I~flectance of about 0.02 was estimated from the mini-
mum reflectance within the scene ep = 0) and substracted in the 0.5-1.1 ).lm 
. g 
channel. Oay-night temperature differences have not been corrected for atmos-
pheric emission in the infrared. This approximation would be val1.d only if 
the atmosphere were to remain the same between the two satellite overpasses, 
but a bias due to a change of atmospheric parameters - i.e temperature and 
water vapor concentration - could have occured Which would possibly change 
the 0.5 °c constant found in (2). Lastly. tre observed ~T are certainly unde~~ 
.. 
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ea timattd by (S fector 't', the atmospheric transmi ttence in the 10.5·'12.5 J.lm 
trand, for which 't' typicelly equals 0.7 Por a midleti,tude sunmer atmoephsrs. 
Ths resul ta may be compared to the velues predicted by HASSE ('1971). 
-2 Using a mean soler ;irradiance at sea level Q • 900 W.m in (1), Al' is found 
to vary as 1.5 u-1 (U in m.s-1). This fonnula is shown in Fig. 5 and when com-
pared to HCMM observations, gives a systematic overestimation of the diurnal 
heatini fo U < 3 m.s-1 • Elsewhere, the HASSE ronnula doas not respect. a limit 
value of AT when U • O. As pointed out by HASSE, the results of the model given 
in (1) can not be applied to the lower wind speed ranie because the modsl USDd 
by HASSE refers to a steady state assumption not respected by scalae of a faw 
hours. 
III-3 - Limit value of the diurnal heatin& 
Fig. 5 and other HCMM scenes with large diurnal heatings indicata th~t 
diurnal heatings do not exceed about 5°C, and that a limit valua ohould exist 
at low wind speed. This value /'Day be obtained by solving the heat transfer 
equation : 
d 
clz (k (z) d~(Z,t)) + dF(z,t) = pc .~(z,t) dZ dz dt (3) 
for k(z) • k
m
, the thermal molecular conductivity of seawater ·'i.a no turbulent 
diffusivity is assumed at U • o. Eq. (3) was solved using the following condi-
tions : 
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where Feo,t) is the sol~r i~r~d1~n~~ ot SQ~ levll, Fo the heat la •• by the 
surface, and 
(5) 
where ai' k.i ore siVen in r.,bls 1 .:lnu \1#3:'(3 cbtfained from a fit of s(z) accor'" 
dinl to the work. of PRUVOST (1975). g(:t) :f 8 ceneidef'ed independent of time in 
(4) which is a rather ,,000 approximat:lon lJinc~ the underwater penetration of • 
the direct solar r\rldiation :!.51 claee to the necl Lr even at law solar elevation 
anslee. A hameleneous It!Ylu' was ellHluh:ed to exist, jUlt below the surface. The 
depth Zo of this layer is defined aimilarly tn the madll of KRAUS and TURNER 
(1967) : the vt!riation of j,JotGntiaJ. em-tray produced by Bolar radiation and 
surface heat loss is equal. to the work Cor the \,/1110 stress on the sea Bllrf.acn, 
i.e. nul fall this study C~Sf) where we lQof~ fOl' a limit value of AT at U • o. 
Under thes~ conditions, AT va~iance corrD1Dted well with the net heat bud"et 
of the surface : 
AT ... 
1.1 ma~ (6) 
whsI!.C • 0.65.10- 6 K.J-1 m2• ror the l-Ic:r'U1 obaervati(lns or June 3, 1978, 
t fto (F(o,t) - Fol dt was Qut;!.matad to be 5 mean value of about 600 W.m-Z, 
a a -2" 
over a period of 4 hours (in f~ct a max1t\l1~lnI value of 900 W.m at noon at setel-
lite overpass) and We found 
(7) 
. 
- --.~.~-.~. ~-~-~--..-~-.~~---- - .-ft_ S' ",j 
r~ r - -~-~. ".sF' ---- • -
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Thin value i$ in air~8ment with the oblQrvationl rlportld in Fig- S. 
At the lower wind epaed J the obs~rvad diurnal heating i8 widely Icattered 
w~.th, in the relrlg!?c!f 2 '< AT < 4 °C J and thus below the estimated l1mit value. 
The large variations of the ob~erved AT at U • a may be explained by the faot 
that eq. 6 requires a nul wind speed during the entire heating pariod pre-
clading the observation. :f..a. savtiral hours. which is vary unl1kely. Tha scatter 
of tha diurnal heating at U • a therlfore i8 probably linked to the tima vari-
ations of the local wind speed. 
11I-4 - Frequency of diurnal heating 
From May 13 to August 28,1976, so HCMM scenes taken over the Wastern 
Mediterranean Sea were examined of which about 34 scenes exhibited large (ty-
pically more than 1°C) diurnal heating of particular areaft of 10 to 100 km 
width. Relative frequency cf the event is rather large, and is enhanced in 
some areas Which are affected by a breeze effect and where the wind systemati-
cally becomes nul at some distance from the coast. Tabla 2 gives relative fre-
quencies of low wind speeds (U < 3 m.s·1) at some stations along the Coast of 
France during ttla summer months (from OARCHEN (1974'). The frequency of nul wind 
allowing a diurnal h!3atil1g of more than 1 0c; is between 10 and 30 %. The fre-
quency of low wind speed (1 < U < 3 m.s·1) is from 20 to 50 %, allowing a diur-
nal heating of about 1°C. From these freqUencies, N1 and NZ' a mean heating 





n and is also given in Table 2. The mean diurnal heating ranges from 0.5 to j.5 °c 
along the south coast of France with a IT.aximum on the French Riviera (Cap 
r 
IV .. CONCLUSION 
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The present inveatii~tionJ ulina SST satallite observati~n. from the 
HCMM experiment he\1 Ihown a hi~h frequency of larae diurnal hl.tinal (mere 
than 1 "C) of the lea surface dux'ii'la SUmler months in luch area ••• the 
Mediterranean Sea where low wind speeds are very frequent~ Thil Ihows that 
satellite ob.ervations made at noon and dur1na the afternoon should be rejlc-
ted. or at least checked to eliminate those correspondina to low wind speed • 
(U « 3 m.s -1). If not, a systematic bias cod,d be introduced in the SST ana" 
lysis of some areas, particularly the marina coastal areal afflcted by a sea-
land breeza effect. 
Using simultaneous observations of the glitter rafl~ctanca, the diurnal 
heating was correlated to the wind speed. 01urnal heatings of about 0.8 °C 
. -1 
ware found for U ~ 2 m.s ,which is two time lass than the formulation given 
by HASSE (1971). A maximum diurnal heating of 5 °C is found for nul wind con-
ditions, which is in agreement with the value calculated from the radiative anQ 
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Glitter refers to direct solar radiation reflected 
by ·the sea surface. This reflection is specular for a planar sur-
~U~~. When there is wind, the surface is agitated and consists, 
~f clements which are statistically distributed around the horizon-
till F)lane. This j?roduces a more or less bri9ht spot of variable 
dimensions which is commonly called qlitter. 
The radiance Lq reflected by the aqitated sea surface 
can be expressed (COX and MUNK, 1956) 
E R(IJJ) 
, IS p 
"9 - ~---a-
4 ~IV\Jn 
a.nd the eq\.uvalent reflecta.I1ce 
Tr;L 
q 'II' R(w) 
P ... --- P 
q lJsE s 4 lJ lJ lJ 4 s v n 
Pq w.1.11 be expressed as 




R(l'.l) is the reflection coefficient I:;)f water at a 9iven indicence w, 
P is the pl::,obabili ty of encounterinq a properly orient~d surface 
II 1ft cos0 , ~I .. cose 'lJ = cose , 
v v s s n n 
respectively define the zeni-
'I!hal angles of the observation direction, the direction of incidence, 
P iH the probability of encountering a properly oriented surface element, 
~v ~ coS0v' lJ s • coses ' lJn ~ cosen, respectively define the zenithal 
angles of the observation direction~ the direction of inci~enc~" and their 
bisector, 
~ is the angle between the incidence ana observation planes 
U +lI s v 
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! 1 
(.'O&2w • ~.~Y'+ l-IJ 2)'2(1 11 2)2 
s -~v cos ~ 
From e study of aerial photogrephs of glt. tterpattarns, COX t:lnd 11UNi<" ('1954) 
developped p in e Gram Cherl1er series which in a first t'1ppra.xilll.':!t:icm,l,m 







• 0,003 + 5,12.10·U 9-1 ± m. 
-1 1 < U < 14 m.B 
0,004 (A-O} 
Figure 6 gives an example of the gli tter spr~ t: p thus cOIO!'JuO::r.:cl as g 
a fUnction of solar zenithal angle for different values of W, ana fer e 
nadir viewing C9v • tJ). In ,9~cordance with the l:'ecip1"od.ty princip18. by 
permutation (9s ,e), Fig. 6 also gives Pg as a function at the Obtl,H'va'tion 
ansle, for a sun at the zenith (Os • 0). For a given Hngle Pg pr~snnta e 
maximum, Pgm , at a certain value of am which is relat~l1 \:0 wino SPf313d. om 
and p are given by : gm 
2 -2 ~ 2 • tg 0 • ~ -1 
m n n tA-71 
R(W) 
(A-8) 
The dashed curve in Fig. 6 envelops the p~ ~8ding curVes and represents 
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Figure 1 - Diurn~l heating in the Westarn Mediterranean Sea l 
(a) - Day HCMM scene A-AOOS8-12440 on June 3, 197~ at 12.44 TUI 
Image center is at 40.54°N, 011.04°E. Visi~le channel I 
darkQr tones are lower reflectanoes. Nate the bright pat-
terns East and West of Corsioa and Sardinia. 
Cb) - Same as Cal but infrared channel : darker tones are colder 
surface temperatures. Note warmer watars East and Wast of 
Corsica and Sardinia. 
(c) ~ Night HCMM scene A-A0038-01490 on June 3, 1978 at 1.49 TU. 
Infr~red channel I darker tones are colder tsmperaturas. 
Cd) - OaY-night temperature diffarenoes between HCMM scenes ob-
I 
~ i ~ 
I Ij ~ 
~ 
tained on June 3, 1978 at 1.49 TU (night) and 12.44 TU (day). ~ 
Darker tones are smaller diurnal heatings. ~ 
Cal M Meteorological situation on June 3, 1978 at 12.00 TU. H 
11 !l 
Figure 2 - Oiurnal heating in the North Sea : 
(a) - Day HCMM scene A-A0034-13120 on May 30, 1978 at 13.12 TU I 
darker tom~s are colder waters. Note the warm (bright) spot 
betwElen Scotland and the top right of the image where a 
thermal front is shown close to Norway. 
(b) - Night HCMM scene A-A0035-02280 on May 31, 1978 at 2.28 TU. 
Image center is at 56.13°N, 03.DD GE. Infrared channel: 
darker tones are colder waters. The warm spot disappeared 
during the night. 
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Fi~ure 3 ... Day-night temperatura dif'Purenc~ vu g~itter reflectance on June 3, 
1978, for a study aI'Cla East of ~.sr'd;i.l1e. 
Figure 4 ... Retrieved wind speed VB lill;f~t:tar rllfleC1:!lnr.:a for the study araa. 
Figure 5 ... Day-night temperatura di ffa:r,'ance \Ie rl~tr1Qvj'lld W1 r1d RpeAd fnr the 
study arlla. The selid"d.!lshad line aheW3 thG diul'nal heating obtai-
ned from HASSE (1971). which is valid only at U < 2 m.s-1 • 
.. 
Figure 6 - Glitter reflectance v~ lAnith~l v~uwing ~ngle, fer a sun at zenit~, 
and several wind SPElliltJ~ fl.'am a to 15 m. S -1. Maximum glitter reflec-
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-1 N1 : nul J N2 : Beaufort forces 1 and 2 (1 < U < 3 m.s ), 
during June, July and August in the French Mediterranean 
coastal area, (DARCHEN, 1974). An estimate of the mean 
diurnal heating AT is giVen in column (3). 
Nl , N2 , llT °C 
.... 
16.0 26.9 0.67 1 
I 
9.5 42.3 0.66 
21.3 26.8 0.80 
10.8 46.6 0.74 
35.1 50.4 1.38 
18.4 35.5 0.82 
6.4 21.0 0.37 
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BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGR PH 
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figure 2 - (0) - Meteorological situation on May 30, 1978 at 12.00 ru. 
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~gure 3 - Day-night tempsrature r.I:l.ffsrentf:l vs glitter relf1ectance on June 3, 
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WIND SPEED I U 
Figure 5 Day-night temperature differsncD VB retr1sved wind speed for the 
study area. The solid-dashed linR shown the djurnel hoatLng obtai-
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Fig~ - Glitter reflectance vs zenithal vieuwing angle, for a sun at zenith, 
-1 
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AppencUx. F 
SATELLITE EVIDENCE OF COLD WATER AREAS NEAR. ISLANDS 
ALONG THE SOUTH BRITTANY SHORE 
J. CASSANEr 
Laboratoire de Geographie de l'Ecole Normale Superieure, 
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ORlG1NAl PAGE IS 
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From HCMf.1 digital products processed at E:NS, five scenes of high quality 
were selected fQr study because of their clear resolution of cold water 
areas around blands and shoals along the south lldttany shore. Tidal cur-
rents that induce turbulence in shall.ow depths and destroy the seasonal 
thermocline are responsible for the \~ell~mixed cold cOastal water that is 
separated from the warmer stratified offshore \~ater by a transitional zone 
of high thermal gradient. Satellite measurements are compatible with ground 











Infrared satellite imagery (spectral band 10,5 Pm - 12,5 pm)has been 
used to provide sea surface thermographies. For example, the HCMM and 
NOAA 5 imagery enabled the detection of the Ushant front which subsequen-
tly became the basis of various studies because of its importance in the 
distribution of phytoplancton. 
The spatial and thermal resolution of the HCMM thermographies is more 
refined than that of the NOAA 5 thus providing better images of the frontal 
regions in the shallow shelf water along the coast of Brittany. 
The thermal structure of these shallow coastal waters is not yet well-
known. Cold water. areas and high thermal gradients near reefs, shoals and 
Islands in the shelf region of the Bay of Biscay appeared several times 
iIi HCMM data. These areas are typified by their shapes and dimensions. 
In this paper, they are described in relation to hydrological and metp'-
orological conditions, and possible interpretations according with other 
observations are suggested. 
II DATA ANALYSIS 
Several HCMM photographic produ~ts (from May 1978 to November 1978) 
were studied because of their clear presentation of the existence and de-
velopment of thermal boundaries and cold water areas. Due to the broad 
range in the dinlensions of such phenomena (50 to 1000 square kilometers), 
digital products processing was applied. 
Five scenes, to the area between Belle 1le, Yeu Island, and the Loire 
estuary, were selected for an in-depth study : 
06/10/78 A-A0045-13160-2 Day JR 
08/19/78 A-A0115-02180-3 Night IR 
08/31/78 A-AO 12-7':-13380-2 Day IR 
, 
09/15/78 A-A0142-13190-2 Day IR 































Geometric correction, :resampling for uniform scaling (1/500 000), and 
smoothing were applied to them before automatic sea surface temperature 
cartography. Results are given for three scenes in figures 1,2, and 3 • 
III HYDROLOGICAL AND METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS 
HCMM scenes were registered from June to October 1978. During this pe-
S 
riod, the flow of the Loire river was not very st:rong. It fell from 900 m .s 
(06/10/1978) to 250 m3/s during summer and autumn months. ~1is last value 
is very weak considering that in the winter, the flow of the 'Loire can 
exceed 5000 roS/s. ~us ;l,n all five cases, the influence of the river flow 
was trivial in comparison to the tidal stream, and could be negleoted. 
In the Bay of Bisoay shelf region, the presence Qf bottom stress modi-
fies direction and v~locity of tidal ourrents. Thus the role of bathymetry 
in the dynamics of coastal currents is very important. For example, vlllloci-
ties near the shor~ are : S to 4 knots in the south of the "Presqu j ilfl de 
Quiberon", in the "Passage de la T~i9nOUgel! i '2 to 3 knots in the west of 
Noirmoutier island ; and 1 or 2 knots betv.jen Yeu island and Noirmoutier 
island. Spring to neap ratios vary from 1,6 to 2. The contdbutl.on by off-
shore tidal currents has not yet been established (about 0,5 to 1 knot 
between Belle Ile island and Yeu island) bu,t should not be neglected. 
In these five cases, meteorological c::onditions wlere very !!'lmilar : Anti-
cyclonic weather, high pressure, low pr~ssure gradients, weak winds, low 
night-temperature, high day-temperature. 
IV COLD WATER AREAS DESCRIPTION 
On the five different scenes, two typical cold water areas can be seen 
- An important circular area east and north of Belle Ile Island 
in the "Passage de la Teignouse", and around Houat and Hoedic 
islands. 
- The important area in the shape of. an "S", between Yeu Island 
and Noirmoutier Island. 
These two areas are surrounded by warm wat~rs. We emphasize th~ similarity 
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Fig. 6 HCMM Be ne (10/28/78) sea surface temper ture 
V INTERPRETATION 
Each studi ed scene s hovs hat the contouring of cold vater ar as 
corr sponds fai rly veIl to the isobaths. Thes e ar as are s ituated 
in zon s where t1 al. streams r i lflpor canc . 'i ':le water depth a na me 
curr n v locity have fundam ntal r r t in spr ading the co l d water 
r 
s uthors h ve a1r dy emph size th mportance of tid 1 
currents in th ormation of th rmal fronts spar ting two wa er m sses 
w~th iff r nt temp r ures , esp ci lly ne r sho 1s nd islan s 






V.1 Formation of the.t:'mal fronts 
ORtG1NI\\.. l'AGi! IS 
OF POO~ ()UALlTY 
DudmJ sp.t:'ing and aUlluner, in regions of SUfficient depth and weak 
currents a seasonal ~lermocline is established offsho.t:'e, sepa.t:'ating 
warm gea surface waters and cold bottom waters. 
In shallow waters more in shore, tidal currents create a turbulence 
\~hich mixes the water C01UIIlll and presents ~le formation and development 
of the thermocline. It is for this .t:'eason that the sea su.t:'face tempe-
l:'ature is colder in these shelf regions than it wO\.lld be if thermocline 
existed. 
'lllle presence of this thermal front al:'ound British :Csles, between 
stratified watel:' and well mixed water has been studied by l?ll'iGME and 
GRIFFITHS (1978). 'l'hese authors have pl:oposed a nUlue.t:'ical model to 
detel:minate the pOSition of the thel:mal .f.rontsby the equation : 
h 
S = log-c u3 d ' Where 11 is the Wu.tel' depth 
Cd is the 'bottom drag coefficie":rb 
u is the cUl'l'ent velocity 
They have predicted the ,Position of 'the front in zones where 1 <S < 2 
and have proposed following o:~!.Lssifica.tion 
S> 2 : stratified water 
S = 1,5 : tranoitionnJ. Water 
S < 1 : well mixeo, water. 
The importance of the term hlu 3 in the localisation Qf fronts on the con-
tinental shelf has been shown by SIr-IPSON, ALLEN and r.IORRIS (1978). 
MILLARD (1976) descdbed the formation of Ushant front and GARZOLI 
p~oposed for tliis front, a critical value of the Richardson nUI~er for 
determining the boundal."y betwe~n stratified water and well mixed water. 
She has proposed : , h/u2 < 1 in well mixed wa.ter 
h/1.12 > 1 in stratified water 
v.2. Results : 
We applied these nwnerica.l models to QU.r study J:egion, from 
Bel1e Ile island to Yeu island. Figure 7 shows stations where the water 
depth''''and currents were calculate(l. For each station, h, u, h/u2 
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Fig. '(: Om"rent stations Md sea surfa.ce temperature section XY 
AooorCiing to these numarical models, water should be stratified in sta-
tions A and S (h/u2 > 1 ; S > 2). 
2 Water should be \'1ell mixed in stations F,G,H, J,R, t-1,P,Q, where h/u and 
S are less than 1. 
2 h/u and S reaoh oritical values in stations E, L, N, R, in function 
of hydrological situations. 
The boundaries between stratified and well mixed waters are shown in fig. 
2 a. The h/u = 1 limit presents the same shape as the - 20 m isobath. This 
result is in accordance with HCMM scenes. 
Effects of diurnal heating are clearly visible on HCt-1f.l scenes, espe-
cially in the bay of Bourgneuf where water depth is less than 10 or 15 m. 
Ground truth data and satellite measuremehts 
Data collected from sea cruises (fig. 9) provide a picture of the ver-
tical thermal structure near Yeu island. For ~xample, during summers 1964 
and 1965, the thermocHne in B is situated between 18 and 30 m. This depth 
of thermocllne seems to correspond with depth of transitional zone between 
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Thel'lual front neal.' isla.nds 
,= M 
( Oovel:age position) 
A,B,C : N.N.D.O. data. : COOostal stations (1961t,1905) 
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This study suggests that three factors are important in the location 
of thermal fronts 
- depth of the water colwlIn, 
- strength of the tidal currents, 
dis tarlce from the thermocline to the sea floor. 
We proposed in Fig. 10 a shematic interpretation for cold water area 















IS Seplembre 1978 
Fig. 10 : S~a surfac~ temperature section XY 
and vertical section 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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In this investigation, sea surface temperature measurements from HCMR 
data were used for the examination local and coastal thermal structures 
which had not been observed before from other satellites. cold water areas 
near shoals and islands were revealed. In these regions, tidal currents 
in shallow water create a turbulence which destroys the thermocline so 
that the sea surface of the well-mixed water is clearly visible by its 
cooler temperature, and is separated from stratified water by a transi-
tional zone where the thermal gradients are two degret~s higher. Numerical 
models proposed in the study of thermal fronts near Brittany and British 
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MESOSCALE EDDIES DETECTED IN THE LIGURIAN SEA BY SATELLITE INFRARED RADIOMETERS 
• - A STATISTICS THROUGH THE YEAR 
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Recent AVHRR and HCMR infrared images of the Ligurian Sea have revealed, 
thanks to the improved radiometric performances of these instruments, a 
much more complex surface temperature field than one could infer from pre-
vious VHRR observations. The images exhibit mesoscale eddies and tongues of 
colder or warmer waters, which give a characteristic inhomogeneous aspect 
to the surface temperature field. This spatial variability captured on satel-
lite imagery has already been reported by DAHME et al (1971) and STOCCHINO 
and TESTON! (1977) from in situ experiments. 
NELEPO et al. (1978) argued that the temperature field in the homogeneous 
layer is, to a large extent, subordinated to the pattern of the eddy field of 
the mesoscale perturbations. Thus, the investigation and modelling of the 
processes generating tlle horizontal singularities in the homogeneous layer 
are an important and inseparable stage of the research into mesoscale varia-
bility of the ocean that has developed with tlle employment of remote sensing 
techniques . 
With this in mind, and also with the intention to better assess the mooring 
vositions during the DYOME in situ experiment (the DYOME experiment is a 
part of the GARP Med-Alpex program), the C.T.A.M.N. entered upon a statis-
tical study of mesoscales eddies detected in the Ligurian sea. 
~nventory of mesoscale eddies detected in the Ligurian Sea 
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oally oorrected in order to obtain the same projeotion for the different 
images. No filtering or smoothing was applied to the data. By displaying 
the data on the interaotive prooessing system TRIM of the C.T.A.M.N., the 
oentral axis and diameter of the eddies were determined, and stored with 
additional information oonoerning date and rotational. direotion (oyolonic, 
antioyolonic) of the eddies. 
out of seventy-five oloud-free images examined over the oourse of a year, 
thirty-nine eKhibited mesosoale eddies (52 %) and the total number of eddies 
deteoted was eighty-nine (table 1). Note, that the frequenoy of antio:volonio 
eddies is three times more numerous than oyolonio ones. However exoept for 
May, June and July, the montly samples did not oontain :enough observations' 
to be representative of the ,situation. The diameter of the eddies t'anged 
between 20 and 50 km vii th a mean value of 30 km, and was independent of the 
rotational direotion.In figure 1, the oentral axes of the eddies are plotted. 
One oan notioe that most of the eddies are looated south of the midline of 
the Ligurian Sea oriented NE-SW. 
Disoussion 
In the Ligurian Basin (figure 2), the general oiroulation is oyolonio in 
the surfaoe and intermediate waters. However ourrents from the east and 
west Of Corsioa merge north of Cape Corse oreating instabilities in the 
mean flow. Eddies are generated to either side, with the predominant nUmber 
being produoed N.E. of a.line joining Nioe and Calvi. This res1ll1t, is olose 
to SALUSTI's oonclusions (1979) which were based on the work of tolc CREARY 
and WHITE (19'79). It is likely that the presence of a sand bank in the tra-
jectory of the mean flow contributes to the distribution and complexity of 
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anticyclonic eddies north of the current and cyclonic ones south of the 
curr.ent, th~ mechanism generating eddies 1'n the L.i.~urian basin appears more 
anomalous. To achieve a more complete understanding of the phenomenon, wind 
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Table 1 - Summary of mesoscale eddiesdetect~d through tho year in the 
Ligurian Sea. 
Month Images Images with Numl::er of eddies 
analysed mesoscale 
, 
anticyclonic cyclcmic total 
eddies 
January 1 0 0 0 0 
February 7 5 1 7 8 
March 8 3 5 0 5 
April 6 1 1 0 1 
:.1ay 13 5 7 4 11 
June 5 3 4 0 4 
July 9 7 13 3 16 
August 9 6 15 2 17 
September 7 5 11 9 20 
October 3 2 4 0 4 
November 2 0 0 0 0 
December 3 1 3 0 3 
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Fig. 2 ~ The mean oceanic circulation in the North western 
Mediterranean Sea (after WALD et NIHOUS, 1980). 
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